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1 INTRODUCTION
This document presents my research plans to obtain a PhD at University of Texas at El Paso. The document
presents my personal statement where I outline my personal characteristics and goals. The document also
presents my research plans and activities.

1.1 BRIEF BIOGRAPHY
I am Sayed Mohsin Reza, a Ph.D. student in Computer Science (CS) at the University of Texas at El Paso
(UTEP). I started my Ph.D. program in Fall 2019. Before joining UTEP, I was at University of Colorado
Denver, USA. This portfolio is a part of my Ph.D. qualifying process. The portfolio describes the experiences
that I have gained to date and my future research plans to achieve a doctoral degree.

1.2 DOCUMENT ORGANIZATION
This document is organized as follows. Section 2 presents my personal statement, section 3 presents my
research statement, and finally, section 4 presents evidence to demonstrate my readiness to conduct
high-quality and impactful research.
In the personal statement, I discuss my academic preparations and my professional experiences. I also
discuss my planned contributions to computer science research and the way I have personally chosen to
construct the path towards my doctoral degree. At the end of this section, I discuss briefly my goals after
my graduation.
In my research statement, I describe my research interests focusing on investigating software evolution.
I provide a set of research questions and outline the progress I had made so far.
In the evidence section, I describe my course works, communication skills to show my academic skills that
fulfill my Ph.D. requirements for qualifying. Additionally, I provide my research & software development
experience to show technical skills to conduct doctoral research.
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2 PERSONAL STATEMENT
From my school life, I had a keen relationship with computer and information handling. In college, at first,
I got some knowledge of computing and after that, the computer is now like a friend of mine. I had a very
young and enthusiastic teacher Mr. Alok Kumar, who taught me the course: Introduction to Computer.
His lab work and enthusiastic behavior made the computer as popular subject to me. At the
undergraduate level, my interests became more focused on software development and information
systems. After graduating with a master's and bachelor's in Information Technology (IT) from
Jahangirnagar University, Dhaka, Bangladesh, I felt I should gain some practical experience working in a
lab environment to gain first-hand knowledge of what the life of a developer entails. I took admission to
UTEP.
In UTEP, I have completed almost all course works, have chosen those courses that can help me in my
research. And currently, I am researching the software engineering area with Dr. Omar Badreddin,
Assistant Professor, CS.
The following summarizes my research progress, my course work, and my software development
experiences.

2.1 RESEARCH PROGRESS
My current research with Dr. Omar is to investigate the effectiveness of machine learning techniques in
predicting software quality attributes (discussed in Section 3) throughout the software lifecycle. To do
such research, we need to collect a lot of software quality attributes dataset from maintained open source
repositories. To collect those repositories, I have developed ModeMine, a research repository mining tool
that can mine repositories information from open source repositories. The tool is now available in the
following link: http://www.smreza.com/projects/modelmine/. In addition to that, I have already worked
on a research paper in analyzing handwritten code in model-driven engineering and will submit to a
conference. In this paper, we have used the ModelMine tool to mine model-based repositories
information. Currently, I am taking a Data Mining class with Dr. Hossain to learn more about machine
learning techniques that I will apply to predict software quality attributes.
The details of my research statement are available in Section 3.

2.2 COURSE WORK
From the beginning, I tried to finish the course works under the CS Ph.D. course requirements. I have
completed all core courses and breadth courses. I have carefully chosen the technical elective courses
towards my research interests. This semester, I have taken CS 6390 - Special Topics Data Mining to learn
about machine learning techniques that I will use in my research. Moreover, I took Graduate Research
Methods where I earned knowledge about different aspects of computer science researches ideas,
methodology and evaluation techniques which is currently helping in my research directly.
The detailed evidence of my coursework towards my Ph.D. degree is available in Section 4.1.
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2.3 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCE
From my undergraduate level, I tried to develop my software development skills by engaging in the
software engineering area and apply the knowledge to practical problems about solving different issues.
In my senior level, I developed a project related to academic conferences named “PROCONF Integrated
Multi-conference System with Payment Method”. The project is now used by several conferences in Asia
and hosted in the following link: https://www.proconf.org. After completion of this project, my
supervisor, Shamim Al Mamun was satisfied with my practical skills and was happy to give me a
recommendation that led to my first job in a software company. Recently, I have developed a tool named
ModelMine to mine model files from open source repositories towards my current Ph.D. research
interests in CS. The tool is available on http://www.smreza.com/projects/modelmine/. In addition to
these, I have also learned some data science skills that I used in one of my projects to analyze the weather,
population and geological data to provide heat island effect in the USA. The project is now live at
http://www.smreza.com/projects/heat-island-effect/.
The detailed evidence of software development experience is available in Section 4.4.
Last but not least, Research is essential to continue the legacy of humanity and for the betterment of the
society, and a good research profession can be built on top of my research and educational experiences,
as provided by the evidence in Section 4. In a Ph.D. program at Computer Science, I have a greater
opportunity for research and development that can be used to help mankind which will fulfill my dream.
People will find in me a person giving his best in all challenging environments and utilizing my knowledge
and resources for the betterment of society.
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3 RESEARCH STATEMENT
My research will investigate the effectiveness of machine learning techniques in predicting software
quality attributes throughout the software lifecycle. I plan to extract features from large datasets from
open sources, such as class sizes, method sizes, number and type of attributes, cyclomatic complexity,
cohesion, and coupling, code smells, technical debt and others, and their histories over an extended
period. My research will investigate whether we can predict how these features evolve. This will open
new pathways for more effective and proactive code refactoring. Instead of waiting until issues emerge
in the codebase, engineers will be empowered to proactively apply refactoring techniques to eliminate or
minimize code quality concerns before they materialize.

3.1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Software systems continue their exponential growth in size and complexity. With this growth, software
quality and maintenance has become a major concern. Not only that maintenance efforts often eclipse
that of the initial software development, but it has become the reason why many software systems
become unsustainable over time.
Software engineers apply many refactoring techniques to maintain a reasonable code quality as the
software evolves. These refactoring techniques are typically applied reactively only after quality degrades
and maintenance becomes a concern. My research will aim to identify quality concerns and codebase
degradation before it materializes. This way, refactoring’s can be applied proactively well before the
emergence of deficiencies.
There is a significant and growing research that aims to predict software failure and software bugs using
many techniques including machine learning. My research will build on these advancements and will focus
on predicting code quality attributes, rather than predicting failures and bugs. One specific paper has
ignited my interest in this research area authored by Liu [14]. In this paper, the authors applied a deep
learning technique using several neural networks to predict the emergence of code smells. In this
approach, the authors used a data set from Quality Corpus Repository [17] and extracted several code
qualities features. The approach demonstrated the significant potential of machine learning in predicting
code smells over time. The deep learning approach was found to be significantly superior to the most
prevalent techniques and code analysis tools.
There are numerous open questions and challenges in this research area. The first big challenge is the
availability of sufficiently large and appropriately labeled training datasets. Another big challenge is to
identify the features that impact code quality evolution over time. And yet another challenge is to identify
and evaluate the most appropriate and effective machine learning technique to predict several aspects of
code quality attributes. I expect that my research will 1) create a large number of labeled data sets that
can help propel research in this area, 2) identify key features that have the most impact on code quality
and its evolution, and 3) contribute to identifying the effectiveness of several machine learning techniques
in achieving the desired predictive code quality analysis.
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3.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
My research on predictive code quality analysis is motivated by the following three research questions.
RQ1: How effective are machine learning techniques in predicting code quality evolution over time?
This first research question will investigate whether machine learning techniques can be effective in
achieving basic prediction of code quality attributes evolution over time. For this research question, my
first task is to construct sufficiently large datasets by mining open source repositories. I will apply my
expertise in static code analysis and mining tools in automatically constructing and labeling the dataset.
The data set that I plan to collect will include more than twenty code quality attributes (some of which
were mentioned earlier) for prominent codebases, such as the Linux repository. This data will be collected
for each code revision over an extended period.
RQ2: What are the key code features that have the most impact on codebase evolution and its quality
attributes over time?
I am learning about several machine learning techniques in the Data Mining course with Dr. Shahriar.
Throughout this course, I am continuously experimenting with several techniques on the small data set
that I have already collected. The goal of this research activity is to develop a preliminary understanding
of the effectiveness of these techniques on predicting the evolution of code quality attributes. The
findings of this research task will inform the direction of my research.
RQ3: Can the machine learning techniques inform the formation of proactive code refactoring’s that
minimize or eliminate quality concerns before they materialize?
The goal of my research is to develop a proactive code refactoring approach that eliminates or minimizes
code quality concerns before they materialize. For example, my research may suggest a specific
refactoring not based on an existing quality concern, but rather, based on a quality concern that may
emerge sometime in the future. As such, the refactoring will be much more effective in improving the
codebase sustainability over the lifetime of the project. In other words, rather than waiting for code smells
to emerge, this proposed approach will enable engineers to proactively refactor the code so the smell will
never emerge.

3.3 PROGRESS TO DATE
I have made little but important progress in this direction.
1)
2)
3)
4)

Preliminary data mining from major open source repositories
Initial experimentations with various machine learning techniques
Literature review on predictive code analysis techniques, approaches, and tools
Developed a custom-built tool to facilitate data mining of software repositories. The tool will be
published as a tool paper
5) Co-authored a paper related to my research in mining open source repositories
6) Presented a seminar lecture on an IEEE Transactions paper
7) Conducted a Unity Workshop for the ACM and ACM-W student organization
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4 EVIDENCE
The evidence of my ability to succeed in the Ph.D. program is demonstrated by this section. Four
subsections describe my performance in Coursework, Communication Skills, Research Experience and
Software Development experience.

4.1 COURSEWORK
In this subsection, I have demonstrated my coursework details to demonstrate my expertise in CS level
research as well as required course fulfillment. I completed all my core course works in the University of
Colorado Denver and transferred those credits to UTEP. Here is the list of completed core courses.
•
•
•

CS 6315 Theory of Computation (Transferred Course - CSCI 5446 Theory of Automata)
CS 6350 Advanced Algorithms (Transferred Course - CSCI 5451 Algorithms)
CS 6392 Graduate Research Methods (Transferred Course - ISMG 7214 Mixed Methods
Research)

Appendix B part B1 contains my transcripts and Appendix B part B2 contains my coursework and artifacts
examples.

4.2 COMMUNICATION SKILLS
In this subsection, I have demonstrated my written and oral communication skills.
1.3 Written Communication Proficiency:
• Technical report [Attached in Appendix C: Communication Skills]
• Other project reports [Attached in Appendix B: Coursework]
• Papers published and in progress
o A paper analyzing behavioral factors of turbulent exhale flows was published at the IEEE
EMBS International Conference on Biomedical & Health Informatics (BHI) in 2018.
[Attached in Appendix D: Research].
o A paper on e-Health services in Bangladesh using Low Cost and Portable Patient
Monitoring System was published in the 2016 International Conference on Computer
Communication and Informatics (ICCCI). [Attached in Appendix D: Research]
o Another paper titled “Innovative approach in web application effort & cost estimation
using functional measurement type” was published in the 2015 International Conference
on Electrical Engineering and Information Communication Technology (ICEEICT).
[Attached in Appendix D: Research]
Area Improvement Initiatives:
I have taken several initiatives to improve my writing skills. For example, I enrolled in a Grant Writing (RWS
5313) in Rhetoric and Writing Studies program at UTEP. I am also currently working with Dr. Maggy Smith
a senior professor in RWS with my writing skills. She is helping with my revisions and identifying issues
with my writing, and I am learning how to construct and organize ideas in academic writing.
In addition to that, writing needs a lot of reading; this includes reading academic papers as well as
mainstream books. Therefore, I am reading several research papers to understand the writing styles,
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grammar usage, and transitions that various authors use, and how they construct and present their ideas
easily and understandably. To develop better writing skills, I also use some reference books [1][2][3][4]
that are helpful while writing.
Besides, I regularly visit the University Writing Center at UTEP. The consultants in the writing center review
my writings and provide feedback. I use that feedback to revise my writing, which is one of the best
practices for improving these skills.
Finally, writing is a skill that cannot be developed overnight, but I have taken some necessary initiatives
that will help to improve my writing skills in research and academia.
1.4 Oral Communication Proficiency:
Since Fall 2017, I have completed several courses that help with presenting my research work, addressing
questions and concerns from the audience. All my coursework required several individual presentations
and oral communications. In the graduate research method class (ISMG 7214), I presented several
research papers and engaged in class discussions.
Additionally, I attended the RaCAS (Research and Creative Activities Symposium) at Denver, Colorado in
2019 & 2018 as a graduate researcher which helped me to communicate with other researchers and share
knowledge with them. In 2015, I presented my graduate research [5] at an international IEEE conference
in Bangladesh and in 2014, I presented my undergraduate research works [6] at an international
conference at the Military Institute of Science and Technology in Dhaka, Bangladesh.
Here is the list of presentations & talks.
•

•
•
•

Technical poster presentation of a project: Urban Heat Island Effect in the Borderland in WebBased Data Integration with Geological Science Course [Attached in Appendix C: Communication
Skills]
Presented a seminar lecture on an IEEE transaction paper [Attached in Appendix C:
Communication Skills]
Presented a published paper at IEEE EMBS International Conference on Biomedical & Health
Informatics (BHI) in 2018.
Presented our poster related to our research at RaCAS (Research and Creative Activities
Symposium) at Denver, Colorado in 2019.

Area Improvement Initiatives:
To improve my oral communication, I have taken several steps that will support my success in all areas of
the Ph.D. program, especially in oral communication. In research, oral communication is the most
important communication skill; to disseminate research, researchers need to communicate verbally. The
purpose of the research is to share the knowledge that can be achieved through oral communication.
I joined a development forum, ACM UNITY Workshop at UTEP in 2019. I also attend weekly meetings and
take part in the developing game in Unity where we are asked to respond to topics about which we have
no prior knowledge. This concept provides a chance to think and generate my ideas instantly and present
my game ideas with them in proper ways. I came to learn different techniques for performing a perfect
academic presentation that keeps the audience's attention and makes it interesting.
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Consequently, when I present something, some evaluators give me feedback on my presentation both
verbally and in writing, indicating the places I need to improve. The evidence of this work is attached in
“Appendix C: Communication Skills.”
To improve these skills, I am currently following Ted Talk videos on YouTube. In these videos, expert
speakers in fields such as science, arts, physiology, and literature provide talks on different topics. I follow
their presentations to learn their tactics and techniques to do better presentations on my own.

4.3 RESEARCH EXPERIENCES
After joining the computer science Ph.D. program at UTEP, I focused on research in software engineering,
particularly on software design and code smells. I started working in the area of machine learning in
software code smell and as an initial work, I designed a tool that can mine repositories information from
the web to faster the research in this area [18]. This tool is mainly mining model-based repositories (.uml,
.xmi, etc.), code files and commits details. In addition to that, several filter techniques (by programming
language, repository size, etc.) are integrated with this tool to facilitate variation in search results. The
results of this work are planning to submit to the MODELS’20 international conference.
Additionally, I worked in analyzing model-driven engineering behavior on codebase quality in 2019. It was
group research. This study aims to investigate the hypothesis about the handwritten code quality
developed in the context of Model-Driven Engineering (MDE). I analyze unique code fragments and
compares their characteristics to handwritten code in repositories where code generation is not present.
The study finds that handwritten code quality in the MDE context suffers from elevated Technical Debt
(TD) and Code Smells (CS). We observe keyCode Smell that is particularly evident in this handwritten code.
These findings imply that code generators must optimize for human comprehension, prioritize
extensibility, and must facilitate integration with handwritten code elements. This result of this work is
already submitted to the Journal of Software Practices and Experience.
In 2018, I published a research paper at the 2018 IEEE EMBS International Conference on Biomedical &
Health Informatics (BHI) conference which is attached in “Appendix C: Communication Skills.” It was a
part of my independent study with Dr. Min Choi, a professor of the CS department at the University of
Colorado Denver. The research work that I conducted at that time was presenting a structural foundation
for the respiratory analysis of turbulent exhale flows through the visualization of dense CO2 density
distributions. In this work, we used a thermal imaging device to target high-resolution respiratory
modeling. My idea was to integrate software modeling & vision algorithms to generate sparse flow exhale
models. The contributions of this work are to target the acquisition of numerous respiratory behaviors
including, breathing rate, exhale strength and capacity, towards insights into lung functionality and tidal
volume estimation.
Another group research on portable health monitoring systems was done in 2015-2016 and published at
the 2016 International Conference on Computer Communication and Informatics (ICCCI -2016), India. This
paper proposed a low cost and portable patient monitoring system for e-Health services in Bangladesh.
To develop the system, we have used a raspberry pi microcomputer to collect different sensors data such
as ECG signal, blood pressure signal, heartbeat signal, Situation of Oxygen in Blood (SPO2) and
temperature from a patient and send these signals to a specialist doctor who is in a center or a hospital.
A web-based application has been developed for both doctors and paramedics for efficient
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communication with each other. The proposed system is evaluated with existing systems and found that
the proposed system can be suitable for the village health care center of Bangladesh.
“Appendix D: Research” contains some of the evidence of my research experience.

4.4 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCES
I worked on several software development projects in my undergraduate and graduate studies that
include a conference management system, peer to peer review management system, result processing
system, heat island effect map tool, model mining tool, etc. These projects were developed in different
languages such as Java, C, C++, PHP, etc. Also, I worked on a special project that only deals with software
design. Below I provided details of my projects that were being developed by me or with a team.
4.4.1 ModelMine: A tool to mine models from open source repositories
Website URL: http://www.smreza.com/projects/modelmine/

Figure 1: Homepage view of ModelMine tool
Abstract: Mining Software Repositories (MSR) has become a powerful research tool that opens a new and
rich source of research data. This field enables researchers to recover data about defects, development
activities, processes, patterns and more. Available mining tools are geared towards data extractions and
analysis from textual artifacts.
This tool, ModelMine, a novel software repository mining tool that focuses on mining model-based
artifacts. ModelMine is designed particularly to address software engineering researchers who aim to
mine software repositories to uncover data about software design practices in the open-source
communities. ModelMine supports features to identify repositories based on their level of modeling
artifacts and querying repositories to extract models and design artifacts. It supports phase-by-phase
caching of intermediate results to speed up the processing to enable the mining of many repositories.
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4.4.2 PROCONF - A Conference & Peer Review Management System
Website URL: https://proconf.org/

Figure 2: Homepage view of PROCONF system
Abstract: PROCONF is a web-based conference & peer to peer review management system to organize
paper submission and review. PROCONF is widely used in Asian conferences, since 2014, in the scientific
community, with reportedly more than 0.1 million researchers in the world. The software also provides
an open access online publication service for conference proceedings. When launched, in 2014, the
service was for conferences in Bangladesh only due to some business legislation, but in 2015 it was
expanded to all other countries. Around 20 conferences are successfully managed & more than 80K
research documents are peer-reviewed by PROCONF. It is like other event management system software
such as EasyChair developed by Andrei Voronkov and OpenConf hosted by the Department of Computer
Science at the University of Manchester.
4.4.3 Heat Island Effect for Borderland Area
Website URL: http://www.smreza.com/projects/heat-island-effect/

Figure 3: Homepage view of Heat Island Effect application
Abstract: An Urban Heat Island (UHI) is an urban area or metropolitan area that is significantly warmer
than its surrounding rural areas due to human activities. The temperature difference is usually larger at
night than during the day and is most apparent when winds are weak. UHI is most noticeable during the
summer and winter [1]. The term "heat island" describes built-up areas that are hotter than nearby rural
13

areas. The annual mean air temperature of a city with 1 million people or more can be 1.8–5.4°F (1–3°C)
warmer than its surroundings. In the evening, the difference can be as high as 22°F (12°C) [2]. Heat islands
can affect communities by increasing summertime peak energy demand, air conditioning costs, air
pollution and greenhouse gas emissions, heat-related illness and mortality, and water pollution [3].
Major impacts of heat island are increased energy consumption; elevated emissions of air pollutants and
greenhouse gases; compromised human health and comfort; and impaired water quality [4]. In our
project, the surface temperature with local metrological data is analyzed and visualized in the form of a
web application where users can search their area and see the heat island effect in temperature value.
The project also visualizes the historical map of heat index over the years (2002-2019). Also, the project
includes the Google Earth Engine mapping system to visualize the heat index map.
4.4.4 [Software Design] Customizable Resume Maker Based on Job Requirements
Website: http://www.smreza.com/projects/hci-vita/

Figure 4: Homepage view of VITA software design
Abstract: Resume and CV are the documents to show a person’s educations, experiences, skills,
achievement, etc. Resumes and CVs are the way a recruiter can evaluate a person's qualifications for a
job. By presenting well the skills and qualifications, the chance of getting the job will increase. So, the skill
of presenting person skills and qualifications is very important to get hired in a company. Usually, people
go to a resume reviewer to get advice and revision on their resume or CV. It will cost a person around
$100 for each appointment.
The average number of people who apply for any given job is 118. Twenty percent of those applicants get
an interview1. So, the users must apply for more than a job to increase the chance of hiring. On average,
a person has an 8.3% probability of getting a job interview from one job application. That means it takes
10-20 applications to get one interview. And, on top of that, it takes 10-15 interviews to get one job offer1.
This means a person must apply for at least 100 jobs to be sure he/she is getting the job offer. Each job
has its job requirements and demands for specific skills and experience. Users can increase their chances
by customizing their resume based on each job application. But it will be costly if users want to meet a
resume maker to customize their resume for each job.
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The purpose of building this system is to help users to prepare their resume and CV online and help them
to customize their resume based on any job requirements. The system will help users to import their data
easily by offering them the functionality of importing the data from LinkedIn and let them add more data
manually. Then it will ask the user about the job requirements and suggest a different type of resume or
CV based on that job application. Users don’t need to add their data in the system in the next attempts,
because their data will be stored in the system database. They just need to add a new job requirement to
get a new resume or CV for that specific job. This can save time for the users, improve their resume
qualification, and helps them to customize their resume for each job very fast. By reducing the time of
preparing a resume, we can help the users to apply for more jobs and increase their chances to get a job
faster.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A: CURRICULUM VITA
Name: Sayed Mohsin Reza
Professional Address:
Room: 3.1202G, Department of Computer Science
University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP)
500 W University Avenue, El Paso, TX 79968
E-mail: sreza3@miners.utep.edu
Website: https://www.smreza.com
(a) Professional Preparation
University

City, State, Country

Department

Degree, Year

Jahangirnagar University

Dhaka, Bangladesh

Information Technology

B.Sc., 2014

Jahangirnagar University

Dhaka, Bangladesh

Information Technology

M.S., 2015

The semester that started Ph.D. in Computer Science at UTEP: Fall 2019
Name of your research advisor: Dr. Omar Badreddin
(b) Appointments
Duration

Job Responsibility

2019-present

Teaching Assistant, Department of CS, University of Texas at El Paso

2019

Full Stack Software Developer Intern, Pupptech Inc., Denver, Colorado

2017-2019

Research Assistant, Department of CS, University of Colorado Denver

2017-2018

Instructor, Department of CS, University of Colorado Denver

2017

Lecturer, Sonargaon University, Dhaka, Bangladesh

(c) Products
Published papers:
•

Transue, S., Reza, S.M.*, Halbower, A.C. and Choi, M.H., 2018, March. Behavioral analysis of
turbulent exhale flows. In 2018 IEEE EMBS International Conference on Biomedical & Health
Informatics (BHI) (pp. 42-45). IEEE.
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•

Rahman, S., Sharma, T., Reza, S.M.*, Rahman, M.M. and Kaiser, M.S., 2016, December. PSO-NF
based vertical handoff decision for ubiquitous heterogeneous wireless network (UHWN). In 2016
International Workshop on Computational Intelligence (IWCI) (pp. 153-158). IEEE.

•

Paul, M.C., Sarkar, S., Rahman, M.M., Reza, S.M.* and Kaiser, M.S., 2016, January. Low cost and
portable patient monitoring system for e-Health services in Bangladesh. In 2016 International
Conference on Computer Communication and Informatics (ICCCI) (pp. 1-4). IEEE.

•

Reza, S.M. *, Rahman, M.M., Parvez, M.H., Kaiser, M.S., and Al Mamun, S., 2015, May. Innovative
approach in web application effort & cost estimation using functional measurement type. In 2015
International Conference on Electrical Engineering and Information Communication Technology
(ICEEICT) (pp. 1-7). IEEE.

•

Reza, S.M. *, Rahman, M.M., and Al Mamun, S., 2014, April. A new approach for road networks A vehicle XML device collaboration with big data. In 2014 International Conference on Electrical
Engineering and Information & Communication Technology (pp. 1-5). IEEE.

Other products:
•

Sayed Mohsin Reza* (2014, January 1). PROCONF Conference Management System (Version 1.2)
[Web Application]. https://www.proconf.org.

•

Sayed Mohsin Reza* (2019, December 1). ModelMine, A Tool to Mine Models from Open Source
Repositories (Version 2.2) [Web Application]. https://www.smreza.com/projects/modelmine.

(d) Synergistic Activities
Activities as a Computer Science Ph.D. student at UTEP:
•

I Joined 2-day Workshop: Empowering the Borderland in January 2020.

•

I Joined in the ACM Unity Workshop in October 2019.

•

Volunteered as Judge, Darrel Chong Student Activity Award, IEEE MGA Student Awards &
Recognition Committee in September 2019.

Activities before joining CS@UTEP as a Ph.D. student (list no more than five activities):
•

BHI 2018 Best Paper Award for the paper “Behavioral Analysis of Turbulent Exhale Flows” at the
IEEE Conference on Biomedical and Health Informatics (BHI) 2018, https://bhibsn.embs.org/2018/paper-and-poster-awards/

•

Joined Research and Creative Activities Symposium (RaCAS) at the University of Colorado Denver,
USA in April 2019 and 2018.

•

Graduate Student Member, IEEE, 2015-2019.

•

Chair, IEEE Student Branch, Jahangirnagar University (Session 2015-2016).
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APPENDIX B: COURSEWORK
B1: Transcript

18

19

20

B2: Example Course Artifacts
In this subsection, I demonstrate the required course details and artifacts.

CS 6315 Theory of Computation
Transferred Course - CSCI 5446 Theory of Automata

Assignment 1 – Computability, Unsolvability
Chapter 1 - Computability
The NICE Programming Language
1. Define a model of computation that does not depend on computers or programming.
Answer: Machines do not provide a complete model for computational problem-solving.
Computer programming paradigms are the input for a model. Computer programming behavior is
fixed and does not depend on time. It is the study of a class of concrete and well-defined
phenomena of the running time of the computation on a computer or programming.
However, the Turing model is not as well matched for the natural, interactive, and continuous.
With this model, we can incorporate the structured programming movement to make an easy
human computation.
Turing focused upon human computation and thought about the way that people compute things
by hand. The model includes reading data from a tape, writing corresponded to that data and follow
the same or next instructions. It executes a specific list of instructions placed on a scratch tape.
This model doesn’t need any computer or programming for computation.
2. We used floating-point numbers instead of real numbers in our programming language. Why?
Answer: Our only restriction will be that at any instant during a computation everything must be
finite. That means no numbers or arrays of infinite length. Huge - yes, but not infinite! This means
that the infinite decimal expansion 0.333... for one third is not allowed yet several trillion 3's
following a decimal point is quite acceptable.
We should also note that even though we have a number type named real, these are not real
numbers in the mathematical sense, but floating-point numbers.
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3. Examine the following program: What are the values of the function it computes when y equals
1, 2, and 3? Describe this function in general.
Answer:
𝑥 𝑦
𝑤
𝑥 1
𝑥
function superexpo(x, y)
𝑥 2 𝑥𝑥
𝑥
𝑥 3 𝑥𝑥
4. How many multiplications are performed by the programs named expo and super Expo?
(Express your answer in terms of x and y.)
Answer:
program expo(x, y)
program super expo(x, y)

Multiplications performed
𝑦 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠
𝑥
𝑥𝑥
1 + 𝑥 + 𝑥 + 𝑥 + ⋯ . +𝑥 (𝑦−1)𝑥 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠

5. Write a program which computes the function
𝑥 𝑖𝑓 𝑖𝑠 𝑜𝑑𝑑 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
𝑏𝑎𝑟(𝑥) {
𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
Combine this with the program for the function fu(x) from the NICE language section to get
an identity function program.
Answer: This halts only for odd, positive integers and computes the function described as:
𝑓𝑢(𝑥) = 𝑥 𝑖𝑓 𝑥 𝑖𝑠 𝑜𝑑𝑑 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑
Here is the program that computes odd and positive integers otherwise halts.
program fu(x)
var n, x: integer;
begin
n = 1;
while not x = n do n = n - 2;
halt(x)
end
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Turing Machines
6. What does the Turing machine of figure 2 that adds 1 to its input do when given #000 as input?
What about the inputs: #bbb, #b011, and #11b10?

Answer:
Turing Machine – ND – Not defined
Input

1st
2nd
# 0 0 0
b # b
b b b
# 0 0 0
b # b
1(halt)
# ND

Output # 0 0 1
3rd
4th
Input
# b
0 1 1 b # 1
# b
# 1
# ND
# 0
1
Output #
# 1
23

#

1
1
0
0
0

B
B

1 0 b

0(halt)
0
1 0

7. Examine the following Turing machine:
What does it do when present with the inputs #1011, #1111, and #0000? In general, what does
this machine accomplish?

Answer:

input

1st
#
#

1
0

0
1

output

#

0

1

2nd
1 1
b # 1 1 1 1
b
0 0
b # 0 0 0 0
b
1(halt)
1(halt)
0 1
# 0 0 0 1

3rd
#
#
#(halt)
#

0
1
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
1
0
0

0 b
1 b
0
0

8. Design a Turing machine that subtracts 1 from its input.
Answer: To subtract 1
Instructions
I1

I2

Read
0
1
#
b
0
1
#

Write
0
1
#
b
1
0
#

Move Head
right
right
right
left
left
halt
halt

Next Instruction
Same
same
same
Next
Same

9. Write down the instructions for a Turing machine which determines whether its input is zero.
What happens when this machine is given a blank tape as input?
Answer:
Instructions
I1
I2

Read
0
0
B

Write
0
0
B
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Move Head
Right
Right
halt

Next Instruction
next
Same

10. Design a Turing machine that computes the fu(x) function of the NICE language section.
Answer:

I1
I2

Read
0
1
#
B
0

Write
0
1
#
B
0
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Move Head
Right
Right
Right
Left
Halt

Instruction
Same
Same
Same
Next

A Smaller Programming Language
11. Describe the ways in which division must change after floating-point numbers have been
replaced by triples of integers which denote their signs, absolute values, and decimal points.
Answer:
Reduce = 0
If pointy < pointx then
While pointy < pointx do
Begin
Y= y/10
Pointy = pointy +1
Reduce = reduce + 1
End
Else
While pointy > pointx do
Begin
Y= y*10
Pointy = pointy -1
Reduce = reduce -1
End
Z = x/y
If reduce = 0
Pointz = reduce
If signx = singy then signz =1
Else signz =0

12. Define integer division. Show that division can be replaced by subtraction in much the same
way that multiplication was replaced by addition.
Answer:
z =0
While x not = 0
z=z+1
x = x -y

13. If we allow the predecessor operation (x = x - 1) to be included in a programming language,
then subtraction is not needed. Show this.
Answer:
z =0
While x not = 0
z=z+1
while n = 1 to y
x = x –1
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Equivalence of the Models
14. Design a "blank-squeezing" Turing machine. That is a machine that converts #xbby to #xby.
Answer:
read
0
1
#
b

write
0
1
#
b

move
Right
Right
Right
Left

goto
Same
same
Same
Next

read
b
1
0
#

write
b
b
b
b

move
left
right
right
right

goto
same
I3
I4
I5

I3

read
b

write
1

move
left

goto
I2

I4

read
b

write
0

move
left

goto
I2

write
#

move
halt

goto

I5

read
b

I2

I2

15. Discuss size trade-offs between Turing machines and programs that compute the same
function.
Answer: Small programs can be executed in 𝑂 (log 𝑛) time or 𝑂(𝑛) time which means linearly.
This is the running time which we generally get from small programs and this is what is expected
from bigger problems as well. It is hard to achieve 𝑂(1) running time which is made possible in
case of hashing. But there are worst cases too.
But in case of a turning machine, it is also the same just one need to make sure is that the machine
does halt. The key insight is that for a Turing machine to halt, it cannot enter a loop. Since a Turing
machine will always follow the same sequence after being a specific state, if it ever becomes that
same state twice, we know the machine is caught in an infinite loop and will never finish.
Therefore, the theoretical maximum number of steps it can run is the maximum number of possible
different states for the machine without being the same state twice.
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Chapter 2 - Unsolvability
Arithmetization
1. Design an algorithm for a Turing machine that recognizes encodings of Turing machine
instructions. (Allow it to use the alphabet: {0, 1, b, s, n, ...}.) Indicate how this machine could
be the basis for one which recognizes Turing machine descriptions.
Answer: Let us begin our task. If we take an instruction line such as:
0

1

Left

same

lose the nice formatting, and just run the parts together, we get the string:
01𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒
This is still understandable since we were careful to use only certain words in our Turing machine
instructions. We shall modify this a little by translating the words according to the following chart.
Character 0
Encoded 0

1
1

b
b

same next left
s
n
⟵

right
⟶

halt
↓

instruction no string separator
I17
⋅

This translation converts our previous instruction line to:
01 ← 𝑠
which is a little more succinct, but still understandable. In the same manner, we can transform an
entire instruction such as:
0
1
b

1
1
0

left
right
halt

same
I17

into three strings which we shall separate by dots and concatenate. The above instruction becomes
the following string of characters.
01 ⟵ 𝑠 ⋅ 11 ⟶ 𝐼10001 ⋅ 𝑏0 ↓
The instruction has been encoded.
2. Describe an algorithm for a Turing machine which receives the integer n as input and proceeds
to write the description of the nth Turing machine from the standard enumeration on its tape.
Answer: Turing machine takes input from the tapes and according to instructions it produces
output. For executing any program, we need to design a Turing machine.
Let’s consider the tuning machine which receives the n as input. This Turing machine can be done
by encoding all the Turing machines and then ordering them according to this encoding. First, we
assign some symbols to our Turing machine instructions.
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Character
Encoded

0
0

1
1

b
b

same
s

next
n

left
⟵

right
⟶

halt
↓

instruction no string separator
I17
⋅

Let’s take some entire instruction and encode this instruction using the above symbols.
0
1
b

1
1
0

left
right
halt

Same
I17

This above instruction can be encoded as shown below into three strings, separated by dots.
01 ⟵ 𝑠 ⋅ 11 ⟶ 𝐼10001 ⋅ 𝑏0 ↓
So, form the above discussion there are some instructions by which the Turing machine accepts n
as input and proceeds further.
Once the number is identified (in our case “n”) the control will switch over to the nth Turing
machine and starts reading from its tape. This information can be got by a list called index which
contains all listing of Turing machines which is the standard Enumeration.
Algorithm for a Turing machine which receives the integer n as input and proceeds to write the
description of the nth Turing machine is as follows: Case:
0: begin
Print a 1;
Move one tape square left;
Go to same instruction
End;
1: begin
Print a 1;
Move one tape square right;
Go to next instruction I35
End;
Blank: begin
print 0;
halt end;
End case.

3. As we know from our study of computability, programs can be translated into Turing
machines. If we check off these Turing machines (those which are transformed programs), we
find that there are still some leftovers in our standard enumeration. Does this mean that there
are more Turing machines than programs? Comment.
Answer: No, according to the theorem there are the same number of programs as the Turing
machines the total number of Turing machines in the standard enumeration is ℵ0 . for every
program we can derive a one-one relation with the Turing machines then we can say that bijection
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exists, and the number of programs is equal to ℵ0. Each program has a separate Turing machine.
And for a moment if we assume that there is some Turing machine that is not connected with any
programs then there is not any necessity of such a machine. There is no meaning of any existence
of such a Turing machine that cannot be associated with any program.
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Properties of the Enumeration
4. Show that there are exactly as many rational numbers as there are nonnegative integers.
Answer: Let Qt be the set of rational numbers that are nonnegative and ℵ ∪ {0}, the set of
nonnegative integers. Then we can describe as
∝

𝑄 − = {0} ∪ (⋃ 𝐴𝑘 )
𝑘=1

Where
1 2 3 4
𝑛
𝐴𝑘 = { , , , , … . , , … . . } , 𝑘 ∈ ℕ
𝑘 𝑘 𝑘 𝑘
𝑘
We construct a mapping
𝑓: ℕ ∪ {0} → 𝑄 + 𝑏𝑦
𝑓(0) = 0
𝑓(𝑘) = 𝐴 − 𝑘, 𝑘 ∈ ℕ
It is a one to one correspondence.
Since ℕ in infinite, 𝑄 + the set of nonnegative rational is infinite.
5. Every Turing machine is equivalent to some other machine in our enumeration. Why? How
many other machines are each machine equivalent to? How many times is each Turingcomputable function represented in our enumeration? Be sure to justify your answers.
Answer: Some Turing machines seem equal, but they have the instructions in a different order.
So, they are not the same. one can observe that adding additional instructions (which are never
executed) to a machine changes its description but does not alter its behavior. There may be ℵ0
number of Turing machine which are equivalent to some other machine in our enumeration
because of ℵ0+ℵ0=ℵ0 and ℵ0*ℵ0=ℵ0. Each Turing machine computable function is represented
ℵ0 times in our enumeration. Because if there is a small change even in the order of instruction it
will be considered as a new Turing computable function.
6. Prove that there exist more real numbers between zero and one than there are integers.
Answer: Consider the set
𝑆 = {𝑛 ∈ ℝ: 0 < 𝑛 < 1}
Assume S is finite. Then S has a least element. Call the least element m. Then for all 𝑝𝜖𝑆, where
1
1
𝑝 ≠ 1, it is the case that 0<m<p. But consider 𝑝 = 2 𝑚. By hypothesis, 𝑚 = 2 𝑚. Since m>0, it
1

follows that 1 < 2, which is a contradiction. Thus, S is infinite.
We find more real numbers between zero and one than there are integers.
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7. Some infinite sequences of zeros and ones (such as 1010101... or 1101001000...) are not too
difficult to compute. We could design Turing machines which compute them. Are there any
binary sequences that cannot be computed by Turing machines? Why?
Answer: Yes, there are binary sequences that cannot be computed by Turing machines. To prove
this, let us assume that all the binary sequences are computed by the Turing machines and derive
a contradiction. We can use the Cantor theorem of diagonalization.
Let’s take binary sequences 𝐵1, 𝐵2, 𝐵3, … . , 𝐵𝑛. Now define a binary sequence D, by choosing a
0 in the first column if B1 has a 1 in that column and 1 if B1 has a 0 in that column. We then choose
a 0 in the second column if B2 has a 1 in that column and 1 if it has a 0 and so on. The resulting
binary sequence, D, cannot be in the list because it did not match with any of the binary sequences
in the Turing machine, say B for some n. But we have just deliberately made sure that the nth
column of D differs from Bn. this contradicts our assumed statement which clearly states that some
binary sequences cannot be computed by the Turing machine. According to Theorem #3, some
sets are not computable. So, we can find some strings of 0s and 1s that cannot be computable by
any Turing Machine. Because they cannot be placed in one-to-one correspondence with the
integers. It is a fact that there are countable Turing Machines and thus countable computable sets,
but many uncountable sets.
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Solvability and the Halting Problem
8. Might the following be a Turing machine? Explain your reasoning.
ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑡 𝑖𝑓 𝑀 (𝑛) ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡
𝑀(𝑖) = {
𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
Answer: Yes, this is a Turing machine. Let’s consider the Turing machine which accepts a set and
halt for some input, then that input is a member of a set. Thus, Turing machine halts for members
of the set and provides no information about inputs that are not members. Let’s take k is the set of
Turing machine that halts when given their indices as input.
𝐾 = {𝑖|𝑀𝑖 (𝑖)ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑠} = {𝑖 |𝑖 ∈ 𝑊𝑖 },
Consider the machine M that constructed from universal Turing machine Mu as follows: 𝑀(𝑖) =
𝑀𝑢 (𝑖, 𝑖).
And since it was just 𝑀𝑢(𝑖, 𝑖) i) we know exactly how to build it and even find its index in our
standard enumeration.
Every Turing machine takes some input and gives some output according to the set of instructions.
There are only two possibilities for any Turing machine is whether it will diverge or halt. Here,
the above Turing machine takes some inputs and gives the output. This Turing machine halts at
some input and diverged at all other inputs. So, we can say that the above is a Turing machine.
9. We showed that since the problem concerning a machine halting on its index is unsolvable, the
general halting problem for Turing machines is unsolvable. Does this imply that any superset
of an unsolvable problem is unsolvable? Provide proof or a counterexample.
Answer: Yes, any superset of the unsolvable problem is unsolvable too. According to theorems
of halting problem states that.
•
•
•

Theorem 1 states that whether Turing machine halts when gives its index is unsolvable.
Theorem 2 states that general halting problem for arbitrary integer 𝑖 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥, whether or not
𝑀𝑖 (𝑥) halts are unsolvable. So, for every Turing machine, it will be unsolvable.
Theorem 3 states that whether an arbitrary Turing machine halts for all inputs is an
unsolvable problem too.

Proof: Let’s consider the halting problem machine M be turning machine which is solving the
halting problem. Let’s take UM be the “Unsolvable Machine 𝑀𝑈𝑀 ,” or the one that will cause the
halting problem machine to fail. The UM itself is an adaptation of a Universal Turing machine
Mu, and its actions depend on the instructions of the Halting problem machine.
If machine M could compute and it will read the whatever encoded instructions and input which
MUM would read after a finite number of steps then the machine M going to decision procedure
as” yes” it will tell that machine 𝑀𝑈𝑀 is going to halt or either “no” means it will not halt.
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Then after computation started the machine 𝑀𝑈𝑀 will behave as Mu, and read the machine M
encoded instruction as its input, then its MUM code is executed on secondary, the machine M will
compute and decide as yes or no.
If the machine 𝑀𝑈𝑀 process shows that machine M decides as yes, then machine MUM will halt
then instructions as its input begins to diverge. Then again machine 𝑀𝑈𝑀 process shows that
machine M decides No the MUM will not halt then the machine will not write the instruction it
causes the contradiction the machine M.
The machine will not able to predict the decision procedure that it will halt or not halt on a finite
number of steps then it fails and its contradiction.
By calculating what machine M predicts do and then doing the opposite the machine MUM can
propose a Turing machine that is supposed to be able to solve the halting problem.
10. Prove that the membership problem for any finite set is solvable.
Answer: Yes, the membership problem for any finite set is solvable.
Proof: Let’s consider a set of all squares of first 1000 natural number, that means set of all squares
of first 1000 natural numbers is a countable finite set. It can be solvable by using the cantor theorem
of diagonalization.
Let’s design a Turing machine M which identifies squares of an input natural number.
The Turing machine M which accepts natural number input K and identifies its square i.e. K2.
𝐴 = {𝐾 2 : 𝐾 ∈ ℕ 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐾 ≤ 1000}
𝑖. 𝑒. 𝐴 = {1,2,4, … . , 𝐾 2 }
Since this K2 is Perfect Square of natural number which is present in the above finite set. Then
machine M performs function f 𝑖. 𝑒. 𝑓(𝐾) = 𝐾 2 . Now consider the table which contains all set
square numbers of finite sets which is accepted by machine M as shown below.
F(k)
1
2
3
4
…
k
1
1
2
3
4
2
2
4
6
8
3
3
6
9
12
4
4
8
12
16
…
k
k
The above table shows that each element up to k which belongs to N and it is in the table.
According to the above table, we can tell that all members in the list got itsk2along the diagonal
which is also a member in set {1, 4, 9, 16}. And we know K is less than or equal to 1000. So, we
can design a Turing machine that can accept each member of a finite set.
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So, in this case, each Kth element is less than 1000 and in general, each member is less than or
equal to any finite set endpoint. So as per the above proof, we can tell that any finite set
membership problem is solvable.
11. Show that whether an arbitrary Turing machine ever executes one of its instructions is
unsolvable. (This is the same as the problem of detecting unreachable code in a program).
Answer: The idea behind this problem is to show that it cannot be determined whether an
instruction is executed by a Turning machine ever or not. This can be reasoned out as follows:
Consider a Turing machine M, which takes another Turing machine 𝑀𝑖 and instruction in 𝑀𝑖 as
input and outputs whether the instruction is executed or not.
This machine (M) can be used to determine whether 𝑀𝑖 halts or not, by checking for each
instruction that leads to decision problem which accepts or reject, whether it is executed by 𝑀𝑖 or
not. This is unsolvable. So, it is undecidable to say whether an instruction is executed or not.
The problem is to decide whether a machine 𝑀𝑖 halts on an input w. Suppose that there exists a
machine M that reads machine 𝑀𝑖 and input w and determines whether 𝑀𝑖 halts on w. We define
a machine 𝑀𝑠 as follows:
It reads the description of 𝑀𝑖 as input, and using M, determines whether 𝑀𝑖 halts when its
description is given as input to it. If 𝑀𝑖 is found to halt on its description, then 𝑀𝑠 will go into an
infinite loop. If 𝑀𝑖 does not halt on its description, then 𝑀𝑠 halts.
Now, if 𝑀𝑠 is given as input to itself, going by the description of 𝑀𝑠 , 𝑀𝑠 will halt if 𝑀𝑠 does not
halt on input 𝑀𝑠 and 𝑀𝑠 will not halt, if 𝑀𝑠 halts on input 𝑀𝑠 this is naturally impossible. So, our
initial assumption about the existence of M is false. So, we cannot decide whether a machine halts
on input or not. Hence when an arbitrary Turning machine is considered, it may or may not have
dead code like instructions. Therefore, whether an arbitrary Turing machine ever executes an
instruction is unsolvable.
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Enumerable and Recursive Sets
12. Are the following sets recursive? Are they recursively enumerable? Justify your conjectures.
a) { 𝑥 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑛 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟}
b) { 𝑖 | 𝑀𝑖 halts for all inputs }
c) { 𝑖 | 𝑀𝑖 ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑦 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠 }
d) { 𝑖 | 𝑀𝑖 is not a Turing machine }
Answer:
a) A Turing machine can be constructed to accept the set of even integers. Hence this set is
recursively enumerable. Hence, according to the theorem if a Turing machine exists which
accepts the set, then the set is recursively enumerable.
Theorem 2 states that a set is recursive if and only if both the set and its complement are
recursively enumerable. Say
T = {x | x is an even integer}
T’= {x | x is an odd integer}
Since Turing machines can be constructed for both T and T’, the sets are recursive.
b) Let us name the set as T. So,
T = {i | 𝑀𝑖 halts for all inputs}
If 𝑀𝑖 halts for all the inputs, then it is one of the enumerated Turing machines. Since it is a Turning
machine, it can be implied that the set A is accepted by it and hence the set T is recursively
enumerable.
Now, T’ will be the set for which 𝑀𝑖 diverges. If we can say whether an integer x is a member of
T then, we can also say if it is not a member of A by evaluating the Turing machine which doesn’t
halt for all the inputs. Hence there is a Turning machine for T’ as well. Since T and T’ both can be
accepted by Turing machines, by corollary they are recursively enumerable.
Hence T is a recursive set.
c) Let us name the set as A. So,
A = {i | 𝑀𝑖 halts only for prime numbers}
If 𝑀𝑖 halts only for prime numbers, then it is one of the enumerated Turing machines. Since it is a
Turning machine, it can be implied that the set A is accepted by it and hence the set A is recursively
enumerable.
Now, A’ will be the set for which 𝑀𝑖 diverges. If we can say whether an integer x is a member of
A then, we can also say if it is not a member of A by evaluating the non-primes which diverges on
Mi. Hence there is a Turing machine for A’ as well. Since A and A’ both can be accepted by Turing
machines, by corollary they are recursively enumerable.
Hence A is a recursive set.
d) Let us name the set as A. So,
A = {i | 𝑀𝑖 is not a Turing machine}
In this case, to have the set A as recursively enumerable, we need to construct a Turing machine
which can accept the set A. That is, we need a Turing machine which identifies if any 𝑀𝑖 is a
Turing machine or not. We need the Turing machine to decide if a machine halts or diverges. It is
solvable to determine if a machine halt. But no machine can determine the divergence of another
machine. Hence, such a machine cannot be constructed. This implies that there is no Turing
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machine that can accept set A and A’ hence set A is not recursively enumerable. By corollary of
Theorem 2, since the set A is not recursive, it is not a recursive set.
13. Prove that if the set A is not recursively enumerable and can be reduced to the set B, then B
cannot be recursively enumerable.
Answer: Suppose that B is recursively enumerable. Then, we can create a recognizer for A as
follows:
Given a string to be checked for membership in A, it applies the transformation that converts the
strings from A to the equivalent strings in B. Then, it uses the recognizer for B to decide whether
the obtained string is in B. If so, the original string is accepted.
This recognizer cannot exist since A is not recursively enumerable. So, B cannot be recursively
enumerable.
14. Show that the following sets are not recursively enumerable.
a) {𝑖 |𝑊𝑖 = ∅}
b) {𝑖 |𝑊𝑖 = 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠}
Answer:
a) As the set is empty then Turing Machine will not halt for any input. So, it diverges at every
input and a set is recursively enumerable. if and only if it is accepted by a Turing Machine.
But by Collorary X, the divergence of a Turing Machine cannot confirm by another Turing
Machine. So, it is not recursively enumerable.
b) Here Turing Machine halts at every input but it will not diverge anywhere. So, this seems
an unsolvable problem. Thus, it is not recursively enumerable.
15. Prove that every index set which is recursively enumerable is a complete set.
Answer: Any indexing of the partial recursive functions the complement 𝑘̅ of the set
𝑘 = {𝑥 ∈ ℕ |𝜓𝑥 (𝑥)𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑠} 𝑖𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑦 𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
If 𝑘̅ is recursively enumerable, then k is also recursively enumerable. A set 𝑘 𝑘 is recursive 𝑖𝑓𝑓
both k and the complement 𝑘̅ are recursively enumerable.
The set k would be recursive a contradiction. The 𝑘̅ and ̅̅̅
𝑘0 are examples of sets that are not
recursively enumerable.
This shows that the recursively enumerable set is not closed under complementation. However,
we leave it as an exercise to prove that the recursively enumerable sets are closed under union and
intersection. It is a complete set.
So, a recursively enumerable index set is a complete set.
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Assignment 2: Finite Automata, Pushdown Automata
Finite Automata
1) 1. Draw the state graphs for the finite automata which accept sets of strings composed of zeros
and ones which:
a. Are a multiple of three in length

b. End with the string 00

c. Possess runs of even numbers of 0’s and odd numbers of 1’s.
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2) 2. Describe the sets accepted by the finite automata pictured below.
a) The first finite automata don’t accept any set since there is no incoming arrow to the accept
(final) state.
b) The second automata accept all strings that end with 0. As the graph shows all incoming
arrows to the final state are 0s.
3) 4. Define formally and provide state tables for the finite automata that accept strings of zeros
and ones which:
Answer: A finite automaton M is a quintuple M = (S, I, δ, s0, F) where:
• S is a finite set (of states)
• I - finite alphabet (of input symbols)
• δ: S × I → S (next state function)
• s0 ∈ S (the starting state)
• F ⊆ S (the accepting states)
a) Never contain three adjacent ones.
Let’s consider number of strings which accepted by FSA like A= {10, 100, 1000, 110101, 10100,
01011, 110010, 00011, 1010101000, 101110000….}
M = ({s0, s1, s2, s3}, {0,1}, δ, s0, {s0, s1, s2})

States
S0
S1
S2
S3

Input
0
S0
S0
S0
S3

Accept
1
S1
S2
S3
S3

yes
yes
yes
no

b) Have a one as the next to last symbol.
Answer: Let’s us consider following string A= {0010, 100011, 00011010, 1001010, 0110,
1110001010……}
M = ({s0, s1, s2, s3}, {0,1}, δ, s0, {s2, s3})
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States Input
0
S0
S0
S1
S2
S2
S0
S3
S2

Accept
1
S1
S3
S1
S3

No
No
Yes
Yes

c) Contain an even number of zeroes or odd numbers of ones, not both.
M = ({s0, s1, s2, s3}, {0, 1}, δ, s0, {s0, s2})

States

Input

Accept

0
1
S0
S1
S3
Yes
S1
S0
S2
No
S2
S3
S1
Yes
S3
S2
S0
No
4) 5. String searching and pattern matching can be done easily by finite automata. Design a
machine that accepts only strings containing 101 as a substring. Now do the same (design a
machine) for the substring 00101.
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a) a machine that accepts only strings containing 101 as a substring

b) a machine that accepts only strings containing 00101 as a substring
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Closure Properties
5) 1. Suppose that the finite automata Mi and Mk accept strings over the alphabet {0,1}. Design an
automaton that accepts strings of the form x#y where x is accepted by Mi and y is accepted by Mk.
Answer: Let the finite automaton for two machines that accept strings of the form x#y.
Machine Mi = (S, I, ẟ, s0, F)
Machine Mk = (Q, I, ɣ, q0, G)
As the strings are separated by #. We can design a machine Mik, that can accept a full string and
look at the operation of Mi, accepting then looking for the transition table that goes from accepting
states of Mi to the start state of Machine Mk consuming # letter. Accepts states of Mk will be
accepted states of Mik.
ξ, = ẟ∪ɣ U {(F, #) = q0}
S0 = s0 (start state of the Mik is start state of Mi)
G = G (final states of the Mik are final states of Mk)
Machine Mik = (S∪Q, I, ξ, S0, G)
6) 2. Prove that the class of sets accepted by finite automata is closed under intersection. In other
words, given Mi and Mk construct the finite automaton Mm such that:
T(Mm) = T(Mi) ∩ T(Mk)
Let Mi = (S, I, δ, s0, F) and Mk = (Q, I, γ, q0, G) be two arbitrary finite automata. To prove the
theorem, we must show that there is another machine (Mm) that accepts strings accepted by both
Mi and Mk.
The proving process of finite automata closed under intersection is like the process of proving
finite automata closed under union. multiprocessing pebble machine concept will be used here too.
The only difference from the union is instead of considering combined states that contain either
accept states from Mi and Mk, the accept states are only those states that have combined accept
states from both.
Machine Mi = (S, I, ẟ, s0, F)
Machine Mk = (Q, I, ɣ, q0, G)
Mik = (S×Q, I, ξ, <s0, q0>, H)
ξ is the combination of both transition function of δ and γ. ξ(<si, qi >, a) = <δ(si, a), γ(qi, a)>. H
represent final states that H = (F×Q) ∩ (S×G). Thus formally, for all string x over the alphabet I.
x ∈ T(Mm) iff δ*(s0,x) ∈ F and γ*(q0,x) ∈ G iff ξ*(<s0, q0 >,x) ∈ H.
7) 3. Let XR denote the reversal of the string X. (for example, if X=010011 then XR =110010 and
so forth.) Prove that the sets accepted by finite automata are closed under string reversal by
constructing for any finite automaton, a new machine that accepts the reversals of the strings
accepted by the original automaton.
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solution: Let the finite automaton M= (S, I, δ, S0, F) accept the set T(M). We must now show that
there is a finite automaton that accepts the reversed strings accepted by M. We could do the
following and build M1 which accepts the reversed strings of M by the below steps.
We use XR for the reversal of string X, we know that XR is the string written backward that’s an an1
1R
R
1
1……. a1 of word X=a1, a2,…, an. The reversal string M is M = {X | X ∈ M }.
The following steps describe how the finite automaton that accepts the reversal of the strings
accepted by the original automata.
● Reverse all the arcs (edges) in the transition diagram M.
● Exchange start state and the accepting state.

Then the new automaton becomes M1= (S, I, φ, P0, S0) our new machine M1 has state set Q ∪ (Q×
I) where Q is the start set of M; It has transitions of the type δ1(q, a)= [q, a] for all q ∈ Q and a ∈ I
and transition of the type δ1([q, a],b)= δ(δ(q, b), a) for all q ∈ Q and a, b ∈ I its start state is q0, the
start state of M; and its accepting states are the accepting states of M.
Example: Consider the binary strings which are accepted by finite automata like x=010011 the xR
=110010 i.e. we can design the graph using above binary strings and create an FSA. i.e. saying
that 0 should be the 4th from the left is reverse of saying that 0 should be 4th from the right. We can
use the string reversal sets accepted by finite automata.
8) 5. The minus operator on sets is usually defined as:
A - B = {x | x ∈ A and x ∉ B}.
Prove that the class of sets accepted by finite automata is closed under minus.
Solution: The difference of two sets is A - B = {x | x ∈ A and x ∉ B}. We can prove this using the
relation A−B= A⋂B′. We know that if a set is accepted by finite automation then its complement
can be accepted by finite automation and also, the class of sets accepted by finite automata is
closed under intersection, As we have seen proofs for these theorems in the class. Therefore, from
these two theorems, B` is accepted and so A ⋂ B` are accepted by finite automata and so A-B` is
closed and is accepted by finite automata.
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Regular sets and Expressions.
9) 1. What are the regular expressions for sets of strings composed of zeros and ones which?
a) Are a multiple of three in length.
Answer: The regular expression for sets of strings that are multiple of three in length is:
((0+1) (0+1) (0+1)) *
b) End with the string 00.
Answer: The regular expression for the set of strings that end with the string 00 is:
(0+1) * 00
The least string that could be possible by the above regular expression is 00.
c) Possess runs (substrings) containing only even numbers of zeros and odd numbers of ones.
Answer: The regular expressions for a set of strings that contain only even numbers of
zeros and odd numbers of ones are:
(00+11+ (01+10) (00+11) *(01+10))*(1+(01+10)(11+00)*0)
10) 2. Derive the regular expressions for the sets accepted by the finite automata whose state graphs
are pictured in the second problem of the first section?
a)

Answer: There will be no regular expression as an accept state can’t be reached by any
strings. Thus, it’s ∅.
b)

Answer: The regular expression is (0+1) * 0.
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Decision problems for finite automata.
11) 2. Can the following sets of strings be accepted by finite automata? Justify your answers!
a) {1n | n is a prime number}
Solution: This is not a regular set. This language is infinite. This can be proved using Pumping
Lemma. Assume X= 1111…11111
---u------v------w---i) X= uvw
ii) Let |v|=a and |uw| = b has to be prime number.
iii) Choose a value of X which is not prime. uvkw =uvvv…vvw and |uvv..vvw| is not a prime
number. At k=b.
uvvv...vvw= |uw| + b|v|
=b+b(a)
= b(1+a)
which is not a prime and is a composite number. So, FSA accepts one string which is not in
the language L, thus the set of strings is not regular. The above set of the string is not a regular
language. For example: - Let n=3 hence 13 (|uv| < 3 and |w| >0)
Let x=uvw such that |uw|<3 and |v|>0
That is u=1, v=1, w=1.
Now let x1=uv2w that is w1=14 where 4 is not prime.
So, L is infinite, this string is not a regular set and hence it couldn’t be accepted by finite set
automata.
b) {02n 12m | n and m are integers}
Solution: This has two cases
i) When n ≠m. Yes, it could be accepted by finite set automata. It is a regular set. We can
build FSA consisting of an even number of zeros (00) * followed by a concatenation of
even number of 1’s, (11) *.
ii) When n = m. This set is not accepted by finite automata. This is not a regular set that
can be provided by pumping lemma.
Let X = 000….0011….11
u---v---w. u, w can be empty.
i) If u is empty v starts from left i.e. Subset of zero. Set i=3. The machine accepts but not
in the correct form, it
has more zeros than 1’s. Thus, w is the rest.
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ii) If w is empty, v = at most k 1’s. Thus the string is uvv but has more 1’s than 0’s. Thus
u and w emptiness is not possible.
iii) Let u and w are empty at a time. Then the entire string is v. this is a string accepted by
machine but not the original string.
iv) If u and v both are not empty. Then the machine accepts the string but not in the correct
form. Thus, the language is not acceptable by FSA.
Thus, the language is not acceptable by FSA.
c) {x | x is a binary power of two}
Solution: Yes, it is accepted by FSA. It is a regular set as we can build a finite state machine
that recognizes this set. The string can be 1,10,100,1000. So, from the above, we can
observe that the language is of form 10* And this language 10* can be accepted by the
following finite automata.

Here S2 is a dead state.
d) {x | the center symbol of x is a 1}
Solution: This is not a regular set. This cannot be accepted by finite automata. This can be
proved by pumping lemma using the same example discussed in the class. From pumping
lemma u, w could be empty.
Let X = 000….0011….11 let this represent u---v---w. u, w can be empty.
i) If u is empty v starts from left i.e. Subset of zero. Set i=3. The machine accepts but not
in the correct form, it has more zeros than 1’s. Thus, w is the rest.
ii) If w is empty, v = at most k 1’s. Thus, the string is uvv but has more 1’s than 0’s. Thus,
u and w emptiness is not possible.
iii) Let u and w are empty at a time. Then the entire string is v. this is a string accepted by
machine but not the original string.
iv) If u and v both are not empty. Then the machine accepts the string but not in the correct
form. Thus, the language is not acceptable by FSA.
12) 3. Show that the regular sets are not closed under infinite union by producing an infinite family
of regular sets whose union is not regular.
Solution: Let A1 ∪ A2 ∪ A3 ……is interpreting this way is not regular. Each set A has a finite set
and contains only one string like A1 ∪ A2 ∪ A3…………Aj as {0} ∪ {000} ∪ {0000} ………….
Since 0n2 regular sets are not closed under infinite union, by using pumping lemma we can tell that
it is not a regular set. By the Pumping Lemma, we can prove that the language 0n1n is not regular.
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However, if regular sets were closed under infinite union, then we could build FSAs for each
0111,0212,0313…0n1n and then simply union them together to produce an accepting FSA and thus
a regular set. Therefore, regular sets are not closed under infinite union since this would violate
the pumping lemma.
For example: - consider the sets {0}, {01}, {0011} etc. Each one is regular because it only contains
one string. But the infinite union is set {0i 1i | i >=0) which we know is not regular. So we can say
that the infinite union cannot be closed for regular sets.
13) 8. Design an algorithm to determine whether a finite automaton accepts an infinite set. Prove
that your algorithm is correct.
Solution: To design an algorithm that detects whether an automaton M accepts infinitely many
strings, suppose that L (M) is an infinite language. Then there exists a string w accepted by M such
the length of w is greater than the number of states in M. From the proof of the pumping lemma,
we see that there exists a run s1, s2,..sm,sm+1 of M on w with the following properties:
1. s1 is an initial state and sm+1 is a final state.
2. There exist i and i+k with k! =0 such that si,..si+k is a path and si=si+k . We call sequence
si,si+k a loop and si a looping state.

Loop

Thus, if L (M) is infinite then the automaton M has the following properties. There exists a path
from an initial state to a looping state and from the looping state to an accepting state.
Conversely, assume that in the transition diagram of the NFA M there exists a path from an initial
state to a looping state and from the looping state to a final state. Then it is easy to see that L (M)
accepts infinitely many strings. Indeed, we take a string u1 that labels the paths from the initial
state to the looping state, say q. Since q is a looping state there must exist a nonempty string v that
labels a path from q to itself. Now take a string u2 that labels a path from the looping state to the
final state. Thus, we have that the strings u1vtu2 are all accepted by M, where t≥ 0. Therefore L
(M) is an infinite language. Below is the algorithm for it.
1. Transform M into an NFA with no transitions.
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2. Construct the set x= {q| q is a looping state}. This set can be constructed using the path existence
(G, s, t) algorithm.
3. Check if there exist paths from an initial state to state q∈x and from q to final state. If there are
such paths then output “L (M) is infinite”. Otherwise, output “L (M) is finite”.
Example: - Represent an FSA as a directed graph with labeled edges. Check if there exists a cycle
in the graph, this could be done in many ways, one of the ways to check for cycles in a graph is by
using a depth-first search (DFS). DFS for a connected directed graph produces a tree. If there is a
back edge in this tree, then there is a cycle in the graph. (back edge means an edge from a node to
itself or one of its ancestors in the tree). If a cycle was detected then, we have to find a path from
the start state (start node) to any node in the detected cycle and we have to find also a path from
any node in the detected cycle to the acceptance state. This can be done using any search procedure
such as BFS or DFS. If these two paths were found and a cycle was detected, then our FSA accepts
infinite set.
14) 9. Exhibit an algorithm that detects whether one finite automaton accepts a subset of the set
accepted by another machine. Show that this procedure works.
Solution: Consider two FSA’s FA and FB if one accepts the other is accepted based on decision
algorithm. We consider 3 conditions to be satisfied.
1. A is in B
2. A string is outside A but inside B.

A

B

The second condition can be of the form B-A=Bn A`. From the theorems, we know that there is
an FSA for intersection and complement as we know that they are closed under intersection and
complement. Thus, there exists an FSA for B-A. Now we check for the emptiness of this string
using the Depth-first search (DFS) technique and check that it is empty. For the first condition, A
must not be having anything outside of B. the condition here is A-B= An B`. This is an FSA from
the proof above. Thus, the emptiness of the string is checked using the DFS technique and check
that it is not empty. On checking the emptiness of both the strings we can conclude the algorithm
that finite automata accept a subset of the set accepted by another machine.
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Pushdown Automata
15) 3. Prove that acceptance by empty stack is equivalent to accepting by the final state for
pushdown automata.
Answer: If L is L(M1) for PDA M and ‘L’ is N(M2) for some PDA M2
M1 = (Q, ∑, l1, ẟ1, q1, z1, f)
M1 accepts ‘L’ by final state
M2 = (Q2, ∑2, l2, ẟ2, q0, z0, α)
Q2 = Q1 ⋃ {q2, q1}
∑1 =∑2
I2 = I1 ⋃ {Z2}
M2 accepts L by empty stack
● F2(q0, E, Z2) = {(q, Z1, Z2)}
● for all q in Q,
a in ∑ ⋃ {E} & Z ϵ I1
f1(q, a, Z) = f1(q1, a, Z)
● for all q ϵ f & Z ϵ I2
f2(q,E,Z) {qe, E}
● for all Z ϵ I2
f2(Ne, E, Z) = {qE, E}
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CS 6350 Advanced Algorithm
Transferred Course - CSCI 5451: Advanced Algorithms
Assignment 2 (Due 21 September 2017)

•

(Closed Unit Intervals Covering Points) CLR problem 16.2-5: Describe an efficient algorithm that, given
a set {𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 } of n points on the real line, determines the smallest set of closed unit-length
intervals that contains all of the given points. Prove that your algorithm is correct. Note that the word
“efficient” means that complexity is no worse than polynomial-time. Be sure that your algorithm is
written in readable and understandable pseudocode.
Answer: First we sort the set of n points {𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 } to get the set 𝑌 = {𝑦1 , 𝑦2 , … , 𝑦𝑛 }. Such
that 𝑦1 ≤ 𝑦2 , … ≤ 𝑦𝑛 .
Next, we do a linear scan on 𝑦1 , 𝑦2 , … , 𝑦𝑛 started from 𝑦1 . Every time while encountering 𝑦𝑖 , for
some 𝑖 ∈ {1; … ; 𝑛}, we put the closed interval [𝑦𝑖 ; 𝑦𝑖 + 1] in our optimal solution set S, and
remove all the points in Y covered by[𝑦𝑖 ; 𝑦𝑖 + 1]. Repeat the above procedure, finally, output S
while Y becomes empty. Next show that S is an optimal solution.
We claim that there is an optimal solution which contains the unit-length interval [𝑦1 ; 𝑦1 + 1].
Suppose that there exists an optimal solution S∗ such that y1 is covered by [𝑥′; 𝑥′ + 1] ∈ 𝑆 ∗
where 𝑥′ < 1. Since y1 is the leftmost element of the given set, there is no other point lying
in [𝑥′; 𝑦1).
Therefore, if we replace [𝑥′; 𝑥′ + 1] 𝑖𝑛 𝑆 ∗ 𝑏𝑦 [𝑦1; 𝑦1 + 1], we will get another optimal solution.
This proves the claim and thus explains the greedy choice property.
Therefore, by solving the remaining subproblem after removing all the points lying in [𝑦1 ; 𝑦1 + 1],
that is, to find an optimal set of intervals, denoted as S′, which cover the points to the right of 𝑦1 +
1, we will get an optimal solution to the original problem by taking the union of [𝑦1 ; 𝑦1 + 1] and S′.
The running time of our algorithm is 𝑂(𝑛 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑛 + 𝑛) = 𝑂(𝑛 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑛), where 𝑂(𝑛 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑛) the time for
sorting is and 𝑂(𝑛) is the time for the linear scan.

•

(L-Tiling) Consider 𝐶𝑛 , a 2𝑛 by 2𝑛 checkerboard with the upper right square removed. An L-tiling of 𝐶𝑛
is a tiling of 𝐶𝑛 with L-shaped tiles (composed of three squares) with no overlaps and no square of the
checkerboard left uncovered. Prove or disprove: for every 𝑛 ∈ 𝑍 + , there is an L-tiling of 𝐶𝑛 : See
Figure 1 for pictures of 𝐶1 , 𝐶2 , and 𝐶3 , and Figure 2 for pictures of all possible L-shaped tiles.
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Answer: We proceed by induction on n. The base case is obvious; the decomposition consists of just
one piece. For the induction step, let us assume that the tiling is possible for such a 2𝑛 × 2𝑛 board
and consider a 2𝑛+1 × 2𝑛+1 board.
Start by placing a piece in the middle of the board as shown in Figure 43. The remaining surface
decomposes into four 2𝑛 × 2𝑛 boards with corner squares removed, each of which can be tiled by
the induction hypothesis.

Hence, we are done or else consider the other solution
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Basis: For 𝑛 = 1, the four cases are
Induction: Let 𝑛 = 1 and assume a 2𝑛 × 2𝑛 chessboard with anyone square removed. It can be tiled
using L-shaped pieces. Divide the 2𝑛+1 × 2𝑛+1 chessboard into four 2𝑛 × 2𝑛 chessboards. Choose any
square to omit, and, by induction, tile the 2𝑛 × 2𝑛 chessboard containing that square, omitting the
chosen square. By induction, we may tile the remaining three 2𝑛 × 2^𝑛 chessboards so that each
tiling omits the square closest to the center of the 2𝑛+1 × 2𝑛+1 chessboard. These three omitted
central squares can then be covered with an L-shaped piece, completing the desired tiling.
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Assignment 3 (Due 5 October 2017)

•

(Compression) Prove that there is no single compression* scheme that compresses all n-bit files.
*A compression scheme must permit the reconstruction of the original n-bit file from the compressed
version, and for a compression scheme to compress a file, the compressed version must be smaller
than the original.
Answer:
Base Case: Prove that there is no single compression scheme that compresses all 𝑛 − 𝑏𝑖𝑡 files with
the use of the pigeon-hole principle. First start with a function,𝑃 and a file that is length of𝑛, such that
the file length can be set to 𝑝𝑛. There are 2^n files of length n, and after using program 𝑃 you get
2^𝑝𝑛 files of length 𝑝𝑛.
The important part here is to make sure the original file must map to the compressed file; which does
NOT make this a one-to-one function which means no inverse can exist which means that
uncompressing will NOT result in the same original file it once was.
Claim: Using the pigeonhole principle observes that if you have n pigeons but less than n holes then
at least two pigeons will share a hole. In this case, we need to show that a possible file holds 2
variations of a file.
Reality Check: Here is an example of case n = 3. There are 8 possible files of bit length 3, because of
2^3 = 8
000
001
010
011
100
101
110
111
Apply program 𝑃 to these 8 FILES which will now give you 66% compression, since this will give you
all 8 files to have bit length 2. Here is how: 𝑛 = 3 compress by taking 𝑛 − 1, n now equals 𝑛 = 2
so now we have 2^2 = 4 files:
00
01
10
11
2
3

1
3

2
3

We have of the bits here and took bits off so that leaves = 66% total compression
If you try to map the 3-bit set of files to the 2-bit set of files at least one 2-bit file will represent more
than one 3-bit file by pigeonhole principle!! For example, 00 could hold 000 and 001, which if we add
all bit fields together that is 8 bits way more than what we had, which is not possible. If you continue
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to compress the files from here on out, you will eventually compress the file into nothing! WHICH IS
IMPOSSIBLE!
Induction Hypothesis: Define B as bits such that it is the lowest limit a file can compress, such that no
program can be able to compress a file below this certain limit B. Start with a small file size such as
1KB or 1024 bits to be your B. Prove that you cannot compress your file any farther.
Induction Step: Compress all files of length B + 1, there are 2^B+1 of these files, but only 2^B files can
map them onto. Going back to the pigeonhole argument, at least 2 of those original files, which
started differently, will have the same compressed form and will then be uncompressible!
Conclusion: We proved that the pigeon-hole argument holds in the induction step, which also proves
that you cannot decompress a lower limit of bits for a file because the original file mapping would be
impossible.

•

(Party On) Suppose that in the world every pair of people either
a) likes one another,
b) dislikes one another, or
c) is indifferent toward one another.
Prove that in any gathering of 17 people, there is a group of three people all of whom satisfy one of
the conditions (a), (b) or (c).

Answer:
Base Case: Use the pigeonhole principle to prove that at least one person holds a relationship with a group
of 3 people and that 2 people of the group share the same relationship with the one person. Remember
relationships are unidirectional and make the conjecture that n where n ∈ Z is the number of total
people at a party. We will start with n = 17.
Reality Check: Create 7 people, such that there is 1 person who does not belong to any of the 2 groups =
6 people (remember 1 group = 3 people). Create a connection as shown below such that all 6 people can
relate to this 1 person.
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When connecting the edges so that the total number of edges is unique, we will get 21 relationships
between pairs of people (edges)! Again, take the graph you have and think of it as a compressed version
that can unfold out to a tetrahedron. This shows that at least one person holds a relationship with a group
of 3 people and that at least 2 people of the group share the same relationship with one person.
Induction Hypothesis: First let us use the pigeonhole argument to help prove that there are always at
least 3 people who share a relationship with at least one of the three properties. Prove this by use of
chromatic numbering, such that every edge is unique and that there is no monochromatic face (triangle).
We also want to prove that a bound exists such that the pigeonhole holds true. Conjecture: Let B be a
bound that will hold the pigeonhole true such that B = 6 <= B <= 16.
Induction Step: Go back to the figure Check and now color the edges such that the edges are unique and
that no adjacent edge shares the same color on the outside parts of the graph. Again, give the 3 properties
a color:
A. = GREEN
B. = RED
C. = BLUE
Again, the graph we are looking at is a subgraph of the given graph of 17 people

As you can see we were not able to make unique triangles such that no monochromatic triangle could
exist. So this means that the pigeon-hole argument holds and we prove by way of contradiction (BWOC).
Conclusion: By way of contradiction we were able to disprove our claim in the hypothesis but kept our
pigeon hole argument strong, such that the graph holds a bound of how many people can hold a
relationship with one person outside of the group such that it will create a monochromatic triangle
relationship.
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Assignment 4 (Due 26 October 2017)

•

(Coloring Earth/Moon Graphs) Let G be a thickness-two graph. Design an algorithm that properly
colors the vertices of G with no more than 12 colors. You need not prove that your algorithm is correct,
but an incorrect algorithm will receive either partial or no credit. Be sure to write your algorithm in
readable and understandable pseudocode.
Answer: Here is the algorithm.
Input: 1 ≤ 𝑣 ≤ 12 ,
Output: G with proper color
Start
Step 1: Initialize 𝜃(𝐺) = 2
Step 2: Check the outer vertices of the graph
Step 3: List them from 𝑉𝑖 𝑡𝑜 𝑉𝑛 confirm that vertices is odd
𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 = 𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙;
𝑓𝑜𝑟( 𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑖 = 0 ; 𝑖 < 𝑛 ; 𝑖 + +)
𝑖𝑓( 𝑣[ 𝑖 ] % 2 ! = 0)
𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 = 𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 + 𝑣[ 𝑖 ];
Step 4: Now check for two properties
𝜒(𝐺) ≤ 2 [ 𝐸𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑠]
𝜒(𝐺) ≥ 2 [ 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔]
Step 5: Now we use the GCA algorithm (HW3Q4)
𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1 𝑡𝑜 𝑛 𝑑𝑜
𝐿𝑖 = {1 … … 𝑖 }
𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1 𝑡𝑜 𝑛 𝑑𝑜
𝑆𝑒𝑡 𝐶𝑖 = 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟 𝑖𝑠 𝐿𝑖
𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝑗 = 1 𝑡𝑜 𝑛 𝑑𝑜
𝑖𝑓(𝑖 < 𝑗) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 (𝑉𝑖, 𝑉𝑗)𝜖𝐸(𝐺) 𝑑𝑜
𝑆𝑒𝑡 𝐿𝑖 =∶ 𝑖\𝐶𝑖
Step 6: Now the graph is properly colored.
Step 7: Go inside the graph and break it into subgraphs.
Step 8: Count the number of vertices the highest of the 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ ≤ 12 & check two properties (i)
and (ii) above.
End

•

(Dijkstra Thought)
a) Give an example of a graph with negative edge weights for which Dijkstra’s algorithm fails.
Show a trace of the algorithm on your graph.
b) (b) Analyze the worst-case runtime of Algorithm Dijkstra.
Answer: Consider the graph shown below with the source as Vertex A. First try running Dijkstra’s
algorithm yourself on it.
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When I refer to Dijkstra’s algorithm in my explanation I will be talking about Dijkstra's Algorithm as
implemented below.

So starting the values (the distance from the source to the vertex) initially assigned to each vertex are,

We first extract the vertex in 𝑸 = [𝑨, 𝑩, 𝑪] which has the smallest value, i.e. A, after which 𝑸 =
[𝑩, 𝑪]. Note A has a directed edge to B and C, also both of them are in Q, therefore we update both
of those values,

Now we extract C as (2<5), now Q = [B]. Note that C is connected to nothing, so the line16 loop doesn't
run.

Finally, we extract B, after which
. Note B has a directed edge to C but C isn't present in Q,
therefore, we again don't enter the for loop in line16,
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So, we end up with the distances as

Note how this is wrong as the shortest distance from 𝐴 𝑡𝑜 𝐶 𝑖𝑠 5 + −10 = −5 when you go
.
So, for this graph, Dijkstra's Algorithm wrongly computes the distance from A to C.
This happens because Dijkstra's Algorithm does not try to find a shorter path to vertices which are
already extracted from Q. What the line 16 loop is doing is taking the vertex u and saying "hey looks
like we can go to 𝒗 from source via 𝒖, is that (alt or alternative) distance any better than the current
𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒕[𝒗] we got? If so let’s update 𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒕[𝒗]"
Note that in line 16 they check all neighbors v (i.e. a directed edge exists from u to v), of u which are
still in Q. In line 14 they remove visited notes from Q. So, if x is a visited neighbor of u, the path
is not even considered as a possible shorter way from source to v. This is useful
if the edge weights are all positive numbers, because then we wouldn't waste our time considering
paths that can't be shorter. So, I say that when running this algorithm if x is extracted from Q before
y, then it’s not possible to find a path which is shorter. Let me explain
this with an example,
As y has just been extracted and x had been extracted before itself, then 𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒕[𝒚] > 𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒕[𝒙] because
otherwise y would have been extracted before x (line 13 min distance first). And as we already
assumed that the edge weights are positive, i.e. 𝒍𝒆𝒏𝒈𝒕𝒉(𝒙, 𝒚) > 𝟎. So the alternative distance (alt)
via y is always sure to be greater, i.e. 𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒕[𝒚] + 𝒍𝒆𝒏𝒈𝒕𝒉(𝒙, 𝒚) > 𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒕[𝒙]. So the value of 𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒕[𝒙]
would not have been updated even if y was considered as a path to x, thus we conclude that it makes
sense to only consider neighbors of y which are still in Q (note the comment in line 16). But this thing
hinges on our assumption of positive edge length if 𝒍𝒆𝒏𝒈𝒕𝒉(𝒖, 𝒗) < 𝟎 then depending on how
negative that edge is we might replace the 𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒕[𝒙] after the comparison in line 18.
So any 𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒕[𝒙] calculation we make will be incorrect if x is removed before all vertices v - such that x
is a neighbor of v with a negative edge connecting them - is removed. Because each of those v vertices
is the second last vertex on a potential "better" path from source to x, which is discarded by Dijkstra’s
algorithm. So in the example, I gave above, the mistake was because C was removed before B was
removed. While that C was a neighbor of B with a negative edge!
Just to clarify, B and C are A's neighbors. B has a single neighbor C and C has no neighbors.
𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝑎, 𝑏) is the edge length between the vertices a and b.
Worst-case running time:
Every time the main loop executes, one vertex is extracted from the queue. Assuming that there are
𝑉 vertices in the graph, the queue may contain 𝑂(𝑉) vertices. Each pop operation takes 𝑂(𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑉)
time assuming the heap implementation of priority queues. So, the total time required to execute the
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main loop itself is 𝑂(𝑉 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑉). Also, we must consider the time spent in the function expand, which
applies the function ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒_𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 to each outgoing edge. Because expansion is only called once per
vertex, ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒_𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 is only called once per edge. It might call 𝑝𝑢𝑠ℎ(𝑣′), but there can be at most V
such calls during the entire execution, so the total cost of that case arm is at most 𝑂(𝑉 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑉). The
other case arm may be called 𝑂(𝐸) times, however, and each call to 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒_𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 takes
𝑂(𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑉) time with the heap implementation. Therefore the total run time is 𝑂(𝑉 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑉 + 𝐸 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑉),
which is 𝑂(𝐸 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑉) because V is 𝑂(𝐸) assuming a connected graph.
(There is another more complicated priority-queue implementation called a Fibonacci heap that
implements 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒_𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 in 𝑂(1) time, so that the asymptotic complexity of Dijkstra's
algorithm becomes 𝑂(𝑉 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑉 + 𝐸); however, large constant factors make Fibonacci heaps
impractical for most uses.)

•

(Kempe Chain Flaw) Suppose that the planar graph G in Figure 1 has been run through a four coloring
algorithm using the Kempe chain argument given in class (this was Theorem 3, the awed proof of
Kempe that “showed” that all planar graphs can be four colored). All vertices of G except for 𝑣 have
been magically colored. We are faced with coloring the final vertex 𝑣. Try to use the Kempe chain
switches to color v and explain in detail what goes wrong.

Answer:
Step 1: First step to drawing the chain so it does not tangle!
Step 2: shift the colors clockwise so that V becomes G and G becomes B and so on so forth. We get
an error as V or what is now G is connected to a vertex that is 𝐺 as well so colors collide which fails
the algorithm!
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Assignment 5 (Due 9 November 2017)

•

Suppose 𝑝 and 𝑞 are distinct odd primes and assume with have an implementation of RSA with the
public key(𝑛; 𝑒), where 𝑛 = 𝑝𝑞. Let the encryption function be denoted by𝐸. A block b of the RSA
message is said to be fixed by E if 𝐸(𝑏) = 𝑏. How many blocks are fixed by RSA when 𝑝 = 3, 𝑞 >
3, and 𝑒 = 3? Hint: learn and use the Chinese Remainder Theorem. Show all your work.
Answer: 𝑔𝑐𝑑(𝑒, 𝑑) = 1 means that the numbers e and d have no common factors except for 1.
The use of modular inverse may help us benefit here when finding the blocks with the Chinese
remainder theorem.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Select primes 𝑝 = 11, 𝑞 = 3.
Calculate 𝑛 = 𝑝𝑞 = 11.3 = 33
Calculate 𝑝ℎ𝑖 = (𝑝 − 1)(𝑞 − 1) = 10.2 = 20
Choose 𝑒 = 3
Check 𝑔𝑐𝑑(𝑒, 𝑝 − 1) = 𝑔𝑐𝑑(3, 10) = 1 (i.e. 3 and 10 have no common factors except 1),
Check gcd(𝑒, 𝑞 − 1) = gcd(3, 2) = 1
Therefore gcd(𝑒, 𝑝ℎ𝑖) = gcd(𝑒, (𝑝 − 1)(𝑞 − 1)) = gcd(3, 20) = 1
𝑝ℎ𝑖 𝑛 ∗ 𝑘 +1

•

o Find d from 𝑑 =
𝑒
o Check 𝑒𝑑 − 1 = 3.7 − 1 = 20, which is divisible by phi.
o 𝑃𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝑘𝑒𝑦 = (𝑛, 𝑒) = (33, 3)
o 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑘𝑒𝑦 = (𝑛, 𝑑) = (33, 7)
(RSA) The message
19
14
3
Was encrypted using the RSA cryptosystem with public key n = 118 and e = 39. Decrypt the message
and give the corresponding plaintext message (using A = 10, B = 11, …, Z = 35, and BLANK= 99). Show
all your work.
Answer: From the question, we know that 𝑛 = 118, 𝑒 = 39. To find the value of p and q we need
to factorize the value of 𝑛 = 118 𝑖. 𝑒. ( 2 ∗ 59)
Then 𝑝 = 2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑞 = 59
𝜙(𝑛) = (𝑝 − 1) ∗ (𝑞 − 1)
𝜙(𝑛) = (2 − 1) ∗ (59 − 1)
𝜙(𝑛) = (1) ∗ (58)
𝜙(𝑛) = 58
Now we must find out the value of d by using the equation 𝑑 = (𝑘 ∗ 𝜙(𝑛) + 1) /𝑒
𝑑 = ( 2 ∗ 58 + 1 )/39
𝑑 = (117) /39
𝑑 = 3

(Where k is an integer which is greater 𝑍𝐸𝑅𝑂 (𝑘 > 0) )

The original message is encrypted using the formulae 𝑐 = 𝑀^𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛. We can now decrypt the
Message 19 14 3 using the formulae 𝑀 = 𝑐^𝑑 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛.
19:
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𝑀 = 193 𝑚𝑜𝑑 118
𝑀 = 15 = 𝐹 ( 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑤𝑒 𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 15 = 𝐹)
14
𝑀 = 143 𝑚𝑜𝑑 118
𝑀 = 30 = 𝑈 (𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑤𝑒 𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 30 = 𝑈)
3
𝑀 = 33 𝑚𝑜𝑑 118
𝑀 = 27 = 𝑅 (𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑤𝑒 𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 27 = 𝑅)
The message after decrypting ID 𝐹 𝑈 𝑅. Now if we can encrypt the message using the formulae 𝑐 =
𝑀𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑛.
15:
𝐶 = 1539 𝑚𝑜𝑑 118
𝐶 = 19
30:
𝐶 = 30 39𝑚𝑜𝑑 118
𝐶 = 14
27:
𝐶 = 2739 𝑚𝑜𝑑 118
𝐶 = 3

•

(Number Theory) Use only the following tools: pen, paper, and your friends.
a) Prove that if 2𝑛 − 1 is prime then n must be prime. Show all of your work.
b) Find the last digit of 7355. Show all of your work.
Answer:
a) We show the equivalent statement that if n is composite, then 2^𝑛 − 1 is also composite.
Suppose 𝑛 is composite. Then 𝑛 = 𝑎𝑏 for some integers 𝑎, 𝑏 ≥ 2. Since 2^𝑎 ≡ 1 𝑚𝑜𝑑 (2^𝑎 −
1), we have 2 ^𝑛 = (2^𝑎 )^ 𝑏 ≡ 1^ 𝑏 = 1 𝑚𝑜𝑑 (2^𝑎 − 1). Thus, 2^𝑛 − 1 is divisible by
2^𝑎 − 1, and since 1 < 𝑎 < 𝑛, the integer 2^𝑎 − 1 is a proper divisor of 2^𝑛 − 1 (i.e.,
strictly greater than 1 and less than n). Hence 2^𝑛 − 1 is composite.
b) Notice, the pattern of the last digits. They are 7, 9, 3, 1, 7, 9, 3, and 1 ... and so on. The last digit
repeats in a pattern that is 4 digits long: 7, 9, 3, 1.
Digit
𝑑2
𝑑3
𝑑4
𝑑5
7
9
3
1
7
Note that 355 𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 4 𝑖𝑠 88 with a remainder of 3 so the pattern will repeat 88 times, with
three extra entries at the end. These last three entries are 7, 9 𝑎𝑛𝑑 3 so the last digit of 7355 𝑖𝑠 3.

•

(Quantum Factorization) Let 𝑁 = 899 and suppose 𝑦 = 4 (y was chosen at random, but that does
not affect how you proceed with this problem.) Use the technique given in class to factor 𝑁. Show
all your work.
Answer: Here the steps to facto N.
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Step 1: Find 𝑁 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑦. 𝑁 = 899 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑦 = 4.
Step 2: Find the T using the equation 𝑦 𝑇 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑁 such that 𝑦 𝑇 𝑚𝑜𝑑 899 = 1
41 𝑚𝑜𝑑 899 ≠ 1
42 𝑚𝑜𝑑 899 ≠ 1
43 𝑚𝑜𝑑 899 ≠ 1
.
.
.
70
4 𝑚𝑜𝑑 899 = 1
T=70
Step 3: Since 𝑇 = 70 and it is an even then
2

𝑦𝑇
4 = ( ) = 𝑥 = 𝑦𝑇
2
𝑇
𝑦 = 𝑦 35 = 𝑥
𝑋 − 1 = 435 − 1
𝑋 + 1 = 435 + 1
𝐺𝐶𝐷(𝑁, 𝑋 − 1) > 1
𝐺𝐶𝐷(𝑁, 𝑋 + 1) > 1
70

Step 4:
4𝑇
4𝑇
− 1, 𝑁) , 𝑞 = 𝐺𝐶𝐷 ( + 1, 𝑁)
2
2
470
470
𝑝 = 𝐺𝐶𝐷 (
− 1, 899) , 𝑞 = 𝐺𝐶𝐷 (
+ 1, 899)
2
2
𝑝 = 𝐺𝐶𝐷(435 − 1, 899), 𝑞 = 𝐺𝐶𝐷(435 + 1, 899)
𝑝 = 31, 𝑞 = 29
𝑝 = 𝐺𝐶𝐷 (

Therefore, the Factors of 𝑁 𝑎𝑟𝑒 31 𝑎𝑛𝑑 29.

•

(Secret Sharing) Suppose Uzi, Kyle, Keenan, and Todd are in a room, and it is known that one of them
is a spy. They are participating in a (2, 𝜔)-secret sharing scheme such that Uzi is given (1,4), Kyle is
given (3,7), Keenan is (5,1), and Todd is given (7,2). Who is the spy and what is the message?
Answer: In the (2, 𝜔)-Shamir scheme being used, the secret is the constant term of a polynomial over
Z11 of degree 1, that is, a linear polynomial. Since the graph of this polynomial is a line, we can use
geometric ideas to answer the question instead of the interpolation polynomial approach. The shares
of the scheme are the coordinates of points in a plane, and the three "good" ones are points on the
same line. To determine which three points are on a line, we use the determinant area formula for
triangles. That is, we calculate the area of the triangle determined by say, 𝐴, 𝐵 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐶. If this is zero,
then the points are on a line, otherwise, they are not. For A, B, C we get
1 4 1
det 3 7 1 = 7 + 20 + 3 − 35 − 12 − 1 = −18 = 4 mod 11
5 1 1
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Which says, since it is not zero, that the foreign agent is one of A, B or C. doing the same for 𝐴, 𝐵 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐷
gives
1 4 1
det 3 7 1 = 7 + 28 + 6 − 49 − 12 − 2 = −22 = 0 mod 11
7 2 1
And so, 𝐴, 𝐵 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐷 are on the same line, thus C is the foreign agent. To determine the secret, we
calculate the equation of the line determined by any two of 𝐴, 𝐵 𝑜𝑟 𝐷 and read off the constant term.
Thus, for the linear equation 𝑦 = 𝑥𝑚 + 𝑘, using A and B we have:
4 = 1𝑚 + 𝑘
7 = 3𝑚 + 𝑘
−−−−−−−−−−
12 = 3𝑚 + 3𝑘
7 = 3𝑚 + 𝑘
−−−−−−−−−−−−
5 = 2𝑘 30 = 12𝑘 8 = 𝑘 (𝑚𝑜𝑑 11).
And so, the secret is 8.
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CS 6392 Graduate Research Methods
Transferred Course - ISMG 7214 Mixed Methods Research
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Week 2 Summary Report, 27 August 2018
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Engaging Customers in Coproduction Processes: How Value-Enhancing and Intensity-Reducing
Communication Strategies Mitigate the Negative Effects of Coproduction Intensity
Till Haumann, Pascal Gunturkun, Laura Marie Schons, & Jan Wieseke
Prepared By: Sayed Mohsin Reza (Student ID # 108570451), Ph.D. Student, Computer Science &
Engineering, University of Colorado Denver, USA, sayedmohsin.reza@ucdenver.edu.
Summary: The research article's objective is to show the potentially negative effects of coproduction
intensity and new insights into how firms can mitigate the effects by using strategies to influence
customers’ perceptions of coproduction processes. The term “co-production” has a role in customers’
active participation in the focal organization and independent of direct service employee involvement.
Previous researches on coproduction processes have mostly investigated differences between situations
of co-production, in which consumers actively participate in the production of goods and services, and
situations of firm production, in which consumers have no part in the production process. The paper
contributed to marketing research and management differently by investigating the consequences of
coproduction intensity in real coproduction processes. They showed how marketers can effectively
manage the negative effects of coproduction intensity. One of the portions of their research on relational
customer goals by investigating how firms can enhance relational customer value in utilitarian
consumption settings. In later, they connected the research on coproduction and inoculation mechanisms
in marketing. In summary, they built a theoretical framework on equity theory to derive a conceptual
model that investigates the role of perceived coproduction intensity in affecting customers’ satisfaction
with the co-production process.
Review: The article investigated the relationship between coproduction intensity and customers’
satisfaction with the co-production process and examined how value-enhancing and intensity-reducing
communication strategies affect this relationship. But they did not generalize their findings to other
coproduction contexts. They did not mention any procedure how other coproduction settings will work
on a different scenario. They overwrite the issue by mentioning “make a replica on other research”. The
paper missed referring to adequate communication strategies that companies may employ to shape
customers’ perceptions of coproduction processes.
Cited papers progression: One of the papers by Li-Wei Wu is about the bright side and dark side of coproduction: a dyadic analysis [1]. The paper explores the links between co-production, emotional labor,
employee satisfaction, value co-creation, co-production intensity, and their effects on customer
satisfaction. The result shows that co-production influences deep acting, surface acting, value co-creation,
and co-production intensity which have different effects on employee satisfaction and customer
satisfaction. Another paper is extending this paper's research on several aspects of customer participation
(CP) and how this proposed typology improves the conceptual and empirical clarity of CP research [2].
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Another paper explores CE with brands for consumers exhibiting differing cultural traits and develop a set
of research propositions for these individuals’ cognitive, emotional, behavioral, and social CE in brand
interactions [3]. They talked more about individual cultural values over coproduction. All these papers try
to extend the research ideas om coproduction processes.
References
[1] Wu, L.W., 2017. The bright side and the dark side of co-production: a dyadic analysis.
Management Decision, 55(3), pp.614-631.
[2] Dong, B. and Sivakumar, K., 2017. Customer participation in services: Domain, scope, and
boundaries. Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science, 45(6), pp.944-965.
[3] Hollebeek, L.D., 2018. Individual-level cultural consumer engagement styles: Conceptualization,
propositions, and implications. International Marketing Review, 35(1), pp.42-71.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Week 4 Summary Report, 09 September 2018
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Theory Construction as Disciplined Imagination
KARL E. WEICK
Prepared By: Sayed Mohsin Reza (Student ID # 108570451), Ph.D. Student, Computer Science &
Engineering, University of Colorado Denver, USA, sayedmohsin.reza@ucdenver.edu.
Summary: The paper discussed theory construction in organizational studies and how the quality of the
theory affects accuracy and problem statement. Before emphasizing theory construction, the author tried
to show how existing pieces of literature described theorizing activities mentioning mapping, conceptual
development and speculative thought during. In his paper, the author contributed to imagination,
representation, and selection to make the theorizing process to be more understandable. The paper
described this theorizing process model as the components of problem statements, thought trials and
selection criteria. The paper was provided with an example of marine navigation using radar to illustrate
the parallel relation between theory building and the evolutionary process. In this theorizing model, the
theoretical problem should be consisting of descriptions that can vary in the finiteness of detail, accuracy,
and explicitness of assumptions. It means we should pay attention to the problems given by theorists as
well as practitioners. Then this paper introduced thought trials as a component of the theorizing process.
A theorizing process was characterized by a greater number of diverse conjectures(ranges) that produces
better theory than a process characterized by a smaller number of homogeneous
conjectures(classification). At last, they discussed the self-conscious selection process of theorizing. When
theorists apply selection criteria to their conjectures, they ask whether the conjecture is interesting,
obvious, connected, believable, beautiful, or real, in the context of the problem they are trying to solve.
This paper result showed that this model will improve the quality of theoretical thinking but to do better
theorists have to think better.
Review: The paper is very interesting in terms of how we can make organization studies easy by theorizing
the organizational process. The paper provided a model about the theorizing process but didn’t analyze
the process in terms of strengths, the capacity to generate theory that is accurate, parsimonious, general,
and useful. But this paper can be used to develop theoretical forms using different strategies.
Cited papers progression: One of the cited papers on theorizing from process data discussed and
compared several alternative generic strategies for the analysis of process data, looking at the
consequences of these strategies for emerging theories [1]. Another paper on following this research
showed how bad management theories can destroy good management practices [2]. Another paper on
Human Resource Management was follow up research of this article. Mainly they discuss the implications
of a stronger theoretical approach to SHRM research and practice over the theorizing process [3].
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References
[1] Langley, A., 1999. Strategies for theorizing from process data. Academy of Management
review, 24(4), pp.691-710.
[2] Ghoshal, S., 2005. Bad management theories are destroying good management
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Week 5 Summary Report, 17 September 2018
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Plant Information Systems, Manufacturing Capabilities, and Plant Performance
Banker, R.D., Bardhan, I.R., Chang, H. and Lin, S.,
Focused on: Overall research design: Data source/s, How or what way the data is collected, How/what
variables coded, what regressions/empirical method is followed, and why.
Summary: This paper is based on the theory of dynamic capabilities of how firms create value by creating
relevant processes and structures to leverage their IT assets. The business value from those assets is linked
to the complementary revolution in organizational process capabilities. To find the relation, they surveyed
to collect information about manufacturing trends and performance metrics. They collected those
datasets using a mail-in survey and smaller telephone conversion survey with manufacturing executives
and plant managers Out of 1738 response, they selected 1077 plants that provided complete responses
to the variables of interest. In their research, mainly they tried to measure manufacturing capabilities on
a three-point scale depending on the implementation: currently, partially or extensively implemented and
measure plant performance during the period of 1994 -1999. In the analysis, they need to find the
consistency between proposed factors and data that were first checked by exploratory factor analyses
(EFA). To validate the analysis, construct validity was established by measuring the convergent and
discriminant validity of the survey items. The results are organized in three panels, representing the
regressions for plant quality, time to market, and efficiency. Mainly the regression estimation of the
structural equation was used to create the model. The fundamental contribution of our paper is to extend
prior research by developing and empirically validating a theoretical framework that integrates the
relationships between IT resources, manufacturing capabilities and plant performance using
manufacturing plant data.
Identifying Words:
Validity, reliability: Mainly they used this variable to test the model constructs of their measurement.
Generalizability: They focused on plants that employ a minimum of only 100 employees limit the
generalizability of their results to industries with larger manufacturing plants. They did not account for
the country- or culture-specific differences in manufacturing characteristics since the scope of the survey
were limited to U.S. plants.
Relevance: In turn, CSP capabilities mitigate the effects of demand uncertainty by providing stakeholders
with greater visibility into process workflows. Such collaboration fosters customer relevance and improves
plant performance by reducing stock-outs and improving inventory turnover.
Critical: Understanding the role of IT in enabling the development of manufacturing capabilities is critical
in evaluating and rationalizing IT investments.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Week 6 Summary Report, 24 September 2018
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Informating the Clan: Controlling Physicians' Costs and Outcomes
Rajib Kohli, William J. Kettinger
Method: This research moves beyond directly controlling informated workers through the legitimized
managerial authority to a better understanding of how to informate autonomous professionals. This
method underlies in action research* by which they introduced how hospital management attempted to
employ a decision support system to directly informate the hospital’s physicians. Note that it is not a
dialogical action research** method.
Execution Process: The research interventions follow an action research cycle (Figure 1). They use this
cycle for the two interventions.
Interventions 1: Informating, Transparency, and Agency Theory (period 1991-1995). In this stage, costs
were diagnosed and introduce a decision support system to physicians to make the behaviors and
outcome to be more transparent to hospital management.
Intervention 2: Legitimize information within clan-based concretive control (period 1996-2001). In this
stage, researchers diagnosed information into the context of a clan to indirectly undertook actions into
the clans' conservative control process.
How it is different than other research methods

specifying
learning

Diaognosing

For IS professionals, this research demonstrated that the clan
information for the control change path provides an important
role. To be extended, researchers can involve and try to improve
Action
evaluating
planning
the situation. The cons of this research method for any
administrators is that implementing a performance monitoring
action
system is direct control over cost and time and doesn’t involve in
taking
one-to-one dialogues with the practitioner. Other methods like
Figure 1: Action research cycle
the epistemological process, case studies might need to one-toone dialogues to improve the system. In case studies, we work
on individual cases (scientific, philosophical or real-life problems) to make decisions considering every
case.
When to follow this method research and why?
This method improves implementing a performance monitoring system to make the best option
management for exercising indirect influence. If any research is about the evaluation of any action process
that might cover improvement in the process directly involving researchers herself, we can use such ARC
process.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Week 7 Summary Report, 1 October 2018
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Survey Instruments in Information Systems
Peter R. Newsted, Sid L. Huff, Malcolm C. Munro
Prepared By: Sayed Mohsin Reza (Student ID # 108570451), Ph.D. Student, Computer Science &
Engineering, University of Colorado Denver, USA, sayedmohsin.reza@ucdenver.edu .
Summary: This paper includes actual IS survey instruments and introductory information about how to
start with the survey methodology. Moreover, the paper provides information about the usefulness of
surveys like
• Allow researcher to give score and code
• Allow external user responses for user generalization
• Allow researcher to predict behavior
• Allow researchers to propose theories.
• Allow researcher to quantify any qualitative research
Development of Survey Instruments
They started with the development of Calgary Surveys Query System (CSQS) that can be used as a
database of survey information. During their research, they tried to distribute the system with a small fee
via mailed diskettes if anyone interested in IS survey research.
Later, they started working on creating a central repository for a wide variety of information about surveys
and their instruments. To create information out of surveys, they incorporated slicing and dicing
technologies in the system to predict behavior across surveys.
The “Survey in Information Systems” repository is available but is not available for research purposes.
The surveys are still in the repository and available at http://www.misq.org/ as per a researcher website
stated.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Week 8 Summary Report, 8 October 2018
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Assimilation of Software Process Innovations: An Organizational Learning Perspective
Robert G. Fichman and Chris F. Kemerer
Prepared By: Sayed Mohsin Reza (Student ID # 108570451), Ph.D. Student, Computer Science &
Engineering, University of Colorado Denver, USA, sayedmohsin.reza@ucdenver.edu .
Summary: This paper is about an empirical study using data on the assimilation of the software process.
The idea behind the paper is to show the importance of the hypothesized factors in organizational learning
surrounding software process innovations.
Organization Learning: A researcher, Atwell draws a
dominant dissimilarity between the communication of
"signaling" information about the existence and potential
gains from using the innovation and technical knowledge. His
theory suggested that many organizations will defer adoption
until knowledge barriers are sufficiently lowered. He
suggested
organizations
that
can
accommodate
organizational learning, by applying what they learn about
new technologies in multiple client settings.

Figure 1: Model

Software Process Innovation: In the 1990’s, CASE based tools and object-oriented programming
technologies are major innovations in software process technology. These technologies are termed as
Software Process Innovations (SPI).
Model: The assimilation of SPIs will be exhibited by organizations with higher learning-related scale,
related knowledge, and diversity (Figure 1). A six-stage model of SPI assimilation was employed: (1)
awareness, (2) interest, (3) evaluation/trial, (4) commitment, (5) limited deployment, (6) general
deployment.
Hypothesis:
Learning-Related Scale

The learning-Related Scale is positively related to Object-Oriented
Programming Languages Assimilation Stage.

Related Knowledge

Related Knowledge is positively related to Assimilation Stage.

Diversity of Knowledge and
Activities

Diversity is positively related to Assimilation Stage.

Analysis of Biases:
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1. Analysis of Potential Response Bias: 2 kinds of response bias analysis. A logistic regression analysis
was performed using Object Oriented adoption as the dependent variable and host size, IT size,
and government as the independent variables.
2. Analysis of Potential Method Bias: A paper-based follow-up survey was used to support the
analysis of method bias. A one-page survey was constructed to measure the assimilation stage.
Implication: The main implication of this research for end-user organizations is that they would be well
advised to view SPI assimilation as a multiyear process of organizational learning, and to carefully assess
the extent to which they fit the profile of an early and sustained assimilator.
Citations:
[1] Orlikowski, W.J. and Barley, S.R., 2001. Technology and institutions: What can research on
information technology and research on organizations learn from each other? MIS quarterly,
25(2), pp.145-165.W
[2] Armstrong, C.P. and Sambamurthy, V., 1999. Information technology assimilation in firms: The
influence of senior leadership and IT infrastructures. Information systems research, 10(4), pp.304327.
[3] Gallivan, M.J., 2001. Organizational adoption and assimilation of complex technological
innovations: development and application of a new framework. ACM SIGMIS Database: the
DATABASE for Advances in Information Systems, 32(3), pp.51-85.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Week 9 Summary Report, 15 October 2018
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Impact of Workload on Service Time and Patient Safety: An Econometric Analysis of Hospital
Operations
Diwas S. Kc and Christian Terwiesch
Prepared By: Sayed Mohsin Reza (Student ID # 108570451), Ph.D. Student, Computer Science &
Engineering, University of Colorado Denver, USA, sayedmohsin.reza@ucdenver.edu .
Summary: This paper presented a model of service worker productivity that includes the effect of load
and overwork on service rates. To show that, they tried to find the relationship between the processing
speed of service workers and system load.
In health care operations, productivity and service operation is crucial to the quality. The authors used
operational data from a secondary data source (patient transport services and cardiothoracic surgery) to
make a framework. Prior researches were done based on capacity utilization not through service rates.
But this paper presented a valid framework of service operations where workers vary their service rates
with the state of the system. Moreover, they researched the impact of production system design on
productivity.
Hypothesis Development:
LOAD: measurable component of the level of utilization of
the system's resources that relates to the unit of work.
SVCTIME: (Service Time) Measurable component of the
service time taken to process a request.
OVERWORK: Measurable component of increasing function
in the difference between the observed LOAD and average
time.
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Figure 2: Effect of LOAD, Overwork, and Service Time
on Quality.

Data
Collection
Econometric
Analysis

Patient Transport Study

Cardiothoracic Surgery Study

To capture a potentially nonlinear
relationship between LOAD and SVCTIME,
they created a categorical variable for
LOAD for values in the ranges 0-0.3, 0.30.5, 0.5-0.65, 0.65-0.8, and 0.8-1 such that
we had approximately similar numbers of
observations within each range.

They observed the lengths of stay and
quality measure of patients who pass
through a single cardiothoracic surgery
unit. In addition to that, they observed
the admission and discharge dates for
each patient, which are used to
compute the patient length of stay as
well as the daily census.

Results

The correlation between LOAD and
OVERWORK is 0.295. Load and overwork
have opposing effects, so at any given
point in time, depending on the relative
magnitudes of load and overwork, the net
effect might be either a decrease or an
increase in the service rate.

2 effects related to quality.
a. Overwork leads to an increase
mortality rate.
b. Increased levels to early discharges,
which in turn a small increase in the
post discharge.

Citations:
[1] Staats, B.R. and Gino, F., 2012. Specialization and variety in repetitive tasks: Evidence from a
Japanese bank. Management science, 58(6), pp.1141-1159.
[2] Singer, S.J. and Vogus, T.J., 2013. Reducing hospital errors: interventions that build safety culture.
Annual review of public health, 34, pp.373-396.
[3] Anand, K.S., Paç, M.F. and Veeraraghavan, S., 2011. Quality–speed conundrum: Trade-offs in
customer-intensive services. Management Science, 57(1), pp.40-56.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Week 10 Summary Report, 22 October 2018
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Competition Among Virtual Communities and User Valuation: The Case of Investing-Related
Communities
Bin Gu, Prabhudev Konana, Balaji Rajagopalan, and Hsuan-Wei Michelle Chen
Summary: This research is mainly based on the cause and effect of virtual communities and examine the
trade-offs between information quantity and quality. They proposed a key factor that determines the
direction of network external communities is posting quality from virtual communities.
Data Collection Method: They collected a set of online postings (around stratified 500,000 stocks
postings) from following three large Virtual Investing-related Communities (VIC).
• Yahoo Finance, Silicon Investor, Raging Bull
Experiments: First, they analyze text messages and classify emotive content from those online postings.
They developed an automated classifier based on the approach of Das and Chen (2001) and implemented
a decision tree classifier to categorize messages using Foltz (1999) method. They used 5 classifiers to
classify posting quality.
1. Lexicon Based Classifier (LBC): Categorize a message by matching content against a category.
2. Readability Based Classifier (RBC): Subset of messages are pushed into 3 variables: word count,
mean word length, and several unique words.
3. Weighted Lexicon Classifier (WLC): To eliminate bias from the results from LBC, they used this
classification to get a total number of keywords in classes.
4. Vector Distance Classifier (VDC): It classifies the messages as word vectors in D-dimensional
spaces.
5. Weights Lexicon Classifier (DWLC): It is another variation of LBC but it can overcome the equal
weight bias.
Causality*: An increase in posting volume (cause: quantity) has implications for community providers
because of the increased revenue (effect: quality) from advertisers.
Citations:
[1] Goh, K.Y., Heng, C.S. and Lin, Z., 2013. Social media brand community and consumer behavior:
Quantifying the relative impact of user-and marketer-generated content. Information Systems
Research, 24(1), pp.88-107.
[2] Oh, C. and Sheng, O., 2011, December. Investigating Predictive Power of Stock Micro Blog
Sentiment in Forecasting Future Stock Price Directional Movement. In Icis (pp. 1-19).
*Terms:
1. Causality: The relationship between cause and effect and the principle that everything has a
cause.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Week 12 Summary Report, 5 November 2018
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Against the Quantitative-Qualitative Incompatibility Thesis or Dogmas Die Hard
KENNETH R. HOWE
Prepared By: Sayed Mohsin Reza (Student ID # 108570451), Ph.D. Student, Computer Science &
Engineering, University of Colorado Denver, USA, sayedmohsin.reza@ucdenver.edu.
Summary: The paper talked about the distinction of quantitative-qualitative distinction which can be
applied at different levels: data, design and analysis, interpretation of results, and epistemological
paradigms.
At the level of data, they provide two distinctions –
ontological and measurement.
At the levels of design, analysis, and interpretation of
results, quantitative and qualitative researchers diverge in
the traditions they are willing to make and how much
attention they pay to "experience-near" data.
At the level of epistemological paradigms, the philosophy of
science has moved on, into a "new" or "post positivistic" era.
While some researchers can be anticipated to follow both
quantitative and qualitative methods, they need at least a
fundamental understanding of what substitute approaches can provide and, accordingly, they should
bring a collaborative attitude to research.
Moreover, a few philosophers will be made insecure as it blurs the lines between philosophical theory
(epistemology) and research practice (methods). But ultimately, a philosophical perspective is valuable
just to the extent that it helps shape practice and helping to shape a practice requires careful attention to
just what the practice is.
Conclusion: It is high time to close the quantitative versus qualitative conversation.
Citations:
[1] Yin, R.K., 2015. Qualitative research from start to finish. Guilford Publications.
[2] Greene, J.C., 2007. Mixed methods in social inquiry (Vol. 9). John Wiley & Sons.
[3] Bogdan, R. and Biklen, S.K., 1997. Qualitative research for education. Boston, MA: Allyn & Bacon.
[4] Denzin, N.K., 2008. Collecting and interpreting qualitative materials (Vol. 3). Sage.
Findings: Mostly this paper is cited by books related to quantitative and qualitative research.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Week 13 Summary Report, 12 November 2018
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Is Mixed Methods Social Inquiry a Distinctive Methodology?
Jennifer C. Greene
Summary: The paper is talked about how the mixed-methods approach embraces multiple paradigmatic
traditions and has distinctive methodological components and distinctive markers of practice. The author
identified 4 methodological domains to find accomplishment and what important questions remain to be
engaged in these domains.
Domains
Accomplishments
Important Questions
Philosophical
• Possibility and sensibility of mixing • What does influence inquirers’
Assumptions and
philosophical frameworks.
methodological decisions in
Stances
practice?
• The sensibility of mixing paradigms or
mental models.
• Does further engagement in this
philosophical domain concern
the alternative paradigm stance?
Inquiry Logics
• Purposes of hypothesis testing or • Do we use a mix of methods with
explanation.
offsetting biases of error and
perspective?
• Dimensions: Interaction, status, timing,
transformative intent study, and • What specific characteristics
strands.
would best fulfill such purposes
and design parameters?
• The integrated analysis involves joint
and interactive mixed analysis.
• What does mixing happen?
Guidelines for
• Sample integration is one of the • How to choose methods in each
Practice
legitimation criteria.
inquiry context?
• Grounded visualization integrates • What does mixing happen?
grounded theory analysis.
Sociopolitical
• Unsettled domain. To settle, the • Is mixed methods social inquiry a
Commitments
challenge is taken for granted.
distinctive methodology?
• The way of thinking also generates
questions.
Citations:
[3] Venkatesh, V., Brown, S.A., and Bala, H., 2013. Bridging the qualitative-quantitative divide:
Guidelines for conducting mixed methods research in information systems. MIS Quarterly, 37(1).
[4] Denscombe, M., 2008. Communities of practice: A research paradigm for the mixed methods
approach. Journal of mixed methods research, 2(3), pp.270-283.
[5] Onwuegbuzie, A.J., Johnson, R.B. and Collins, K.M., 2009. Call for mixed analysis: A philosophical
framework for combining qualitative and quantitative approaches. International journal of
multiple research approaches, 3(2), pp.114-139.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Week 15 Summary Report, 26 November 2018
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Positioning and Presenting Design Science Research for Maximum Impact
Shirley Gregor, and Alan R. Hevner
Prepared By: Sayed Mohsin Reza (Student ID # 108570451), Ph.D. Student, Computer Science &
Engineering, University of Colorado Denver, USA, sayedmohsin.reza@ucdenver.edu.
Summary: The paper addresses the issues associated with knowledge contributions in design science
research in information systems.
Objective: The objective of this paper to clarify some perceived confusion in terminology and the types
of contributions.
Contribution: To do this, the authors developed a DSR knowledge contribution framework and DSR
publication schema.
Design Science Research Publication Schema: The following table outlines a publication pattern for a DSR
study.
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Suggestions for new researchers: Researchers should be able to exercise their discretion to vary what is
proposed or to suggest and implement improvements. Mainly, the proposed contribution framework and
publication schema should be guidelines; they are not meant to be followed blindly or serve as a
straitjacket for future work.
Citations:
[1] Vaishnavi, V.K. and Kuechler, W., 2015. Design science research methods and patterns:
innovating information and communication technology. Crc Press.
[2] Lee, A.S., Thomas, M. and Baskerville, R.L., 2015. Going back to basics in design science: from the
information technology artifact to the information systems artifact. Information Systems Journal,
25(1), pp.5-21.
[3] Turber, S., Vom Brocke, J., Gassmann, O. and Fleisch, E., 2014, May. Designing business models in
the era of internet of things. In International Conference on Design Science Research in
Information Systems (pp. 17-31). Springer, Cham.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Research Paper Proposal
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Impact of Non-contact based Behavioral Breathing Pattern Analysis in Healthcare System
Sayed Mohsin Reza, Hawkar Oagaz, Dr. Jiban Khuntia, Dr. Min Choi

(a) Traditional contact-based respiratory
monitoring system with patient discomfort

(b) Non-contact based respiratory analysis preserving patient comfort

Figure 1: Difference between contact and non-contact based respiratory analysis

Objective: Respiration monitoring in the healthcare system are getting importance for pulmonary patients
with common medical problems such as asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease like sleep
apnea. No existing non-contact method of behavioral respiration monitoring perfectly placed in the
healthcare system rather than contact methods. Both non-contact and contact-based methods have some
trade-off between comfort and accuracy. Contact methods require placing sensors directly on the
patient’s body, provide reliable measurements, but are uncomfortable for the patient, which alters the
main objective of natural breathing behaviors. Conversely, non-contact methods monitor respiration
remotely and comfortably. In our previous research, we presented a structural foundation for the
respiratory analysis of turbulent exhale flows through the visualization of dense CO2 density distributions
[1]. In this proposal, we will present a non-contact based respiratory monitoring healthcare system
through a behavioral pattern of exhale to be useful for pulmonologists. During this research, we will use
a thermal imaging camera to visualize the exhaled airflow of an individual, and record that exhale raw
dataset of a patient for analysis. Breathing rate and respiratory behaviors can be extracted in real-time.
Our proposed respiration monitoring technique will accurately report respiratory behaviors including,
breathing rate, exhale strength and capacity, towards insights into lung functionality. We will exemplify
the research by collecting real-time data from pulmonary disease patients for behavioral breathing
analysis.
Possible method: As we are interested to give patient comfort during respiratory monitoring or data
collection, we must use non-contact-based methods in our system. In our experiments, we will use a
custom FLIR A-series thermal camera that produces 640x512 images at 30 frames per second. To make
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Figure 2: Recorded breathing flow from the mouth (left), nose (center), and both nose and mouth simultaneously (right).
Through our imaging process, we obtain an accurate illustration of the CO2 density distribution and flow behavior.

proper turbulent CO2 exhale flows, we will coordinate the development of a visualization process that
directly targets the CO2 spectral band (3-5[µm]) to get breathing raw data.
Expected contributions: The primary contributions of the proposal to do respiratory analysis evolving a
limited set of quantitative metrics such as breathing rate, flow analysis, and tidal volume estimates (Figure
2). Later, we will move our research to detect abnormalities within normal breathing based on the crosssectional view with another patient dataset. We will make a robust breathing analysis system that can
evaluate qualitative information like nose-mouth distribution (Figure 2), strength, and minute flow
variances associated with abnormal breathing. The ability to see changes in exhale patterns in real-time
can alert medical professionals to subtle breathing difficulties.
Motivation: The motivation behind such research is to make a respiratory healthcare system that allows
the patient to give comfort during breathing analysis (Figure 1). Currently, the most accurate methods of
respiration monitoring, such as placing ECG electrodes on the patient’s body, putting thermistors in the
patient’s nose, having the patient wear an abdominal strain-gauge transducer, or monitoring multiple biophysiological parameters concurrently with polysomnography, all involve place sensors directly on the
patient’s body (Figure 1). These direct measurements have a high rate of accuracy, but cause discomfort
and alter the natural breathing of the patient. This problem is the main motivation behind this research
into innovative methods that measure respiration remotely and preserve patient comfort. Our proposed
non-contact methods of respiration monitoring utilize remote thermal sensors. From the perspective of
our motivation, this sensor will work as a noncontact device and will give more comfort to the patient.
Specially for the children and new infants, our system will able to get a normal breathing pattern.
Intellectual Merit: This system will be capable of measuring breathing rate, as well as other metrics not
obtainable through other respiration monitoring methods such as nose to mouth distribution (Figure 2).
Additionally, the system will allow you to get insight into respiration characteristics such as exhale
strength, flow, and pattern. To make a healthcare information system, the data collection will work
independently of the physical characteristics of the patient. It can be used to monitor individuals of
various ages and sizes, including young children that are unable to use certain contact methods. The
system will able to use the core features of live streaming as a standalone measurement for easy clinical
use to visualize behavioral exhale patterns. Overall, the system will provide medical professionals with
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the visualization application to comprehensively examine breathing activities and can be used for various
clinical applications.
Broader Impacts of the Proposal: Preservation of the patient’s behavioral exhale record can open a new
arena to examine the patient’s pulmonary functionalities over a long time. It will able to evaluate patient
behavior from exhaling flow behavior characteristics. From exhale flow analysis, we will be able to
determine the tooth anatomy of children. Moreover, CO2 exhale imaging opens a new medical significance
in the monitoring of normal versus pathological airflow from the lower and upper airways. In a bigger
scenario, the system will be able to make other physical measurements like lung capacity or effect of
therapy in pulmonary patients with common medical problems such as asthma and chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease. We will able to record the patient's exhaled flow and later we can able to determine
airflow velocity and nose-mouth distribution that can help medical professionals to find airway
obstruction or those at risk for sleep apnea or sudden infant death. In special cases, the monitoring system
will able to record airflow of infants sleeping prone versus supine or in car seats or soft bedding, the
advancement of research into the reason and prevention of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) cases
achieves a new trajectory in high-resolution CO2 respiratory behavioral analysis in the healthcare system.
References
[1] Transue, S., Reza, S.M., Halbower, A.C. and Choi, M.H., 2018, March. Behavioral analysis of
turbulent exhale flows. In Biomedical & Health Informatics (BHI), 2018 IEEE EMBS International
Conference on (pp. 42-45). IEEE.
[2] Schoun, B., Transue, S., Halbower, A.C. and Choi, M.H., 2018, March. Non-contact comprehensive
breathing analysis using thermal thin medium. In Biomedical & Health Informatics (BHI), 2018 IEEE
EMBS International Conference on (pp. 239-242). IEEE.
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In this section, I describe my communication skills by describing technical writing and oral
communication proficiency.
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Section 01 Introduction
An Urban Heat Island (UHI) is an urban area or metropolitan area that is significantly warmer than
its surrounding rural areas due to human activities. The temperature difference is usually larger at
night than during the day and is most apparent when winds are weak. UHI is most noticeable
during the summer and winter [1].
The term "heat island" describes built-up areas that are hotter than nearby rural areas. The annual
mean air temperature of a city with 1 million people or more can be 1.8–5.4°F (1–3°C) warmer
than its surroundings. In the evening, the difference can be as high as 22°F (12°C) [2]. Heat islands
can affect communities by increasing summertime peak energy demand, air conditioning costs, air
pollution and greenhouse gas emissions, heat-related illness and mortality, and water pollution [3].
Major impacts of heat island are increased energy consumption; elevated emissions of air
pollutants and greenhouse gases; compromised human health and comfort; and impaired water
quality [4]. In our project, the surface temperature with local metrological data is analyzed and
visualized in the form of a web application where users can search their area and see the heat island
effect in temperature value. A sample web page view for El Paso, TX is shown in Figure 1. The
project also visualizes the historical map of heat index over the years (2002-2019). Also, the
project includes the Google Earth Engine mapping system to visualize the heat index map.

Figure 1: A web view of Heat Island Effect
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Section 02 Project Scope
The scope of this project is to integrate the local metrological data and surface temperature data
from the satellite to analyze the heat island effect in an area. To accomplish this, several
competency questions, datasets, and the cities were first defined to make our project scope clear
and comprehensive.

Purpose
The purpose of this project is to help residents living in our Borderland, the cross-border cities of
El Paso, TX, USA and Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico, to monitor the heat conditions caused
by the Urban Heat Island Effect. Additionally, the purpose of the project is to visualize the
vulnerability maps within the Borderland region. Finally, we also analyze the historical
vulnerability map of some selected cities.

Motivation
Higher air pollution reduced nighttime cooling, and increased temperatures as outcomes of urban
heat island can adversely affect human health. Human health is negatively impacted because of
increased general discomfort, exhaustion, heat-related mortality, respiratory problems, headaches,
heatstroke, and heat cramps. To solve these issues, we were motivated to make a web application
that visualizes the overall heat index and help people to see the current temperature & predicted
urban heat index.

Significance
The heat island application will provide a place where the user will be able to find the heat island
effect and predicted temperature just by searching the location. In the beginning, the project is
developed for El Paso and Juarez city which can be extended in the future. Also, users will be able
to see the summertime heat island map from 2002-2019.

Originality
The project is developed in both map and text-based alarming for users who want to know the
effect of the heat island. The originality is that we integrated remote sensing data (surface
temperature) from the MODIS Terra satellite and local weather station data (air temperature and
other meteorological parameters) to predict the effect of heat island by applying machine learning
methods for improved accuracy.

Usefulness
The application is useful to El Paso-Juarez residents who wish to know the effect of urban heat
islands via temperature values. Residents will be able to search the area where they live or any
other location of interest and see the heat island effect as a map and text. By monitoring the
information, residents can take decision about what to do in dangerous heat condition.
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Section 03 Competency & Research Questions
As a result of climate change, there has been an increase in the frequency, intensity, and duration
of heatwave events [5]. In response to the devastating mortality and health hazards of recent
heatwave events, we introduced heat island warning systems. This system is designed to prevent
and reduce intense heat exposure posed by heatwaves through a web page where users can search
for a designated location and see the current and forecasted temperatures along with predicted heat
index.
Before the development of the system, we came up with some research questions that can be
answered during the research and development of the project. The research questions are as
follows:
1. Can we integrate local weather station data and satellite data to create an application for
residents of the borderland to monitor dangerous heat conditions caused by the Urban Heat
Island Effect?
2. Can we integrate local weather station data and satellite data to identify areas vulnerable
to the urban heat island effect?
3. Can we use the integrated data to create a map of the most vulnerable areas of El Paso and
Juarez?
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Section 04 Concept Map
Figure 2 illustrates the concept map that was crucial in the development of our project during the
beginning stages. It is important to note that the concepts directly related to the project and
collection-site data are the most clearly annotated. However, concepts related to sensor data are
also included.
The concept map illustrated below describes datasets and their sources & properties. Further, the
process and tools that we used for this project are also shown in the concept map
.

Figure 2: Concept Map of Heat Island Application
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Section 05 Datasets
The section describes the data retrieval, processing, and manipulation tools that were used to
collect related meteorological and satellite datasets. The full scenario with some questions related
to these datasets are given below:
Table 1: Questions related data and its manipulation process

Category
Data-Related
Questions

Manipulation/
Model/ Tools

Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

Where is the data?
What is the format of the input data?
How do you retrieve the data (i.e., API, web-service)?
What is the data providing (i.e., characteristic, entity, units,
temporal/spatial coverage)?
5. What tool or application will you use to manipulate your data?
6. What coverage/resolution is expected?
7. Which algorithm/model will you be using? What are the assumptions
of this model or tool? In which cases will it work and in which cases
will it not?

Data Collection Areas
The data that we collected to determine the heat island effect of the El Paso-Juarez is as follows:
•
•

Historical satellite data
o Surface Temperature
Observed Meteorological data
o Air Temperature, Wind Speed, Humidity, etc.

Data Sources
We have collected those datasets from the following web resources.
•

•

•

•
•

Earth Data – NASA
o Need sign in to download the data
o Website: https://earthdata.nasa.gov/
Google Earth Engine
o Need signup additionally to get the earth engine.
o Website: https://code.earthengine.google.com/
Dark Sky Net API
o Need subscription to get the weather data
o Website: https://darksky.net/
Texas Air Monitoring Information System (TAMIS) Web Interface
o Website: https://www17.tceq.texas.gov/tamis/index.cfm?fuseaction=report.main
The Autonomous University of Ciudad Juarez (UACJ) Data Repository
o Need to request direct access for Juarez weather station data
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o Website: http://erecursos.uacj.mx/handle/20.500.11961/4201
This will answer question 1.

Data Coverage
We began the research with some selected areas with borderland. The areas we are working on to
show heat island effect are listed below:
1. El Paso, TX, USA
• Latitude: 31.7618778,
• Longitude: -106.4850217
2. Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico
• Latitude: 31.6903638
• Longitude: -106.4245478

El Paso, TX, USA

Ciudad Juarez, Mexico

Figure 3: Selected cities for deriving heat index

Data Format & Resolution
To answer question 2 & 4 in Table 1, we discuss the format and resolution of each dataset.
Historical Surface Temperature: The format of the surface temperature is in HDF (image
format). The details of the dataset are given below:
•
•
•

Name: MOD11A1.006 Terra Land Surface Temperature and Emissivity Daily Global 1
KM.
Image Collection ID: MODIS/006/MOD11A1
Resolution: 1000 meters
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•
•

Cadence: 1 day
Dataset DOI: https://doi.org/10.5067/MODIS/MOD11A1.006
Table 2: Bands Information

Name

Units

Min

Max

Scale

Description

LST_Day_1km

Kelvin

7500

65535

0.02

Daytime Land Surface
Temperature

This dataset is only covered for land. A sample view of the land surface temperature is given below.

Figure 4: Sample Surface temperature Image

Historical Air Temperature: The format of the air temperature is in CSV format. The details of
the dataset are given below
•
•
•
•
•

Target List: Metrological Parameters (16 parameters)
Sample Parameters: Temperature, Solar Radiation, Wind Direction, etc.
City: El Paso, TX, USA
Date Range: 2018-2019
Duration: Every 1 Hour
Table 3: Sample Dataset of historical air temperature

AQS Code

Site Name

Date & Time

Parameter

Temperature

481410058

Skyline Park

2019-01-01 00:00

Temperature

35.9198

481410058

Skyline Park

2019-01-01 01:00

Temperature

36.7238

481410058

Skyline Park

2019-01-01 02:00

Temperature

35.1511

….

….

….

….

….
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….

….

….

….

….

481410058

Skyline Park

2019-08-31 21:00

Temperature

32.4378

481410058

Skyline Park

2019-08-31 22:00

Temperature

31.1324

481410058

Skyline Park

2019-08-31 23:00

Temperature

31.4336

Current Weather Data: The format of the weather data us in JSON format. Sample JSON
output data for El Paso weather is given below.

Figure 5: Current weather data format
Used Tools
We use several tools to collect those data and their manipulations. In this section, we discuss those
used tools and their usage.
Surface Temperature: To get this surface temperature data we use Earth Data Nasa and Google
Earth Engine. To do image analysis we have collected the data using the Earth Data tool.
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Figure 6: Earth Data Search Tool

Air Temperature Data: This dataset is collected from the Texas Commission on Environmental
Quality (TCEQ) website. The website has a web interface to collect the data. They call it “Texas
Air Monitoring Information System (TAMIS) Web Interface”.

Figure 7: TAMIS Web Interface
Current Weather Data: This dataset is fetched using a web API from a weather company named Dark
Sky. They provided current weather data as JSON format which is helpful to align with our project.
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Section 06 Models & Interface
Our current model only considers the land surface temperature and time of the year when
calculating the air temperature. There are however other, more accurate models that consider wind,
net radiation, and albedo of the surface [7, 8, 9].
All the data manipulation is done using our Python code and Google Earth Engine. Python is used
to filter the local weather station data and the HDF files, and to produce the combined
climatological dataset. Our Python code is also used to perform the linear regression between the
land surface temperature and the air temperature, generating an equation that calculates air
temperature from land surface temperature. The code can be found in our git repository, which
contains the code used, the local meteorological data, and a script to download the land surface
temperature data [6].
Google Earth Engine is used to apply the equation determined by the linear regression to the land
surface temperature dataset to generate both the historical and present-day vulnerability maps. To
generate the historical maps, the land surface temperature data is first filtered by date to the
summer months of the year. Next, the mean image of the filtered image collection is generated.
This data in the image is transformed from land surface temperature to air temperatures by the
equation generated from our Python code. This new image is clipped to the El Paso and Juarez
region, and the air temperature values in the image are mapped to color with a palette.
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Section 07 Results
In this section, we discuss the results that we produce in our project. We categorize the results in
three major areas. These areas will be discussed in the following subsections.

Heat Index Visualization
This result of the heat index is visualized as text format. Residents can search location and see the
current outside temperature with probable temperature increment/decrement. The
increment/decrement temperature is analyzed from historical surface temperature and its
relationship with air temperature.
The resulted heat index visualization can be checked online through the following link.
Link: https://www.smreza.com/projects/heat-island-effect/

Figure 8: Heat Index Prediction by locations

Historical Heat Index Visualization
In our results, we integrated the historical predicted heat index after applying the regression model
on the datasets of surface temperature and local air temperature. The resulted historical heat index
map visualization can be checked online through the following link.
Link: http://www.smreza.com/projects/heat-island-effect/map.php
The results we produced are given below.
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Figure 9: Historical vulnerability map in summertime (each year)

Integration of Google Earth Engine
In our results, we integrated google earth engine application that is developed in the earth engine
and published as an application.
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Location & Opacity

Date Selection

Figure 10: Widgets in our application
The resulted heat index map visualization can be checked online through the following link.
Link: https://www.smreza.com/projects/heat-island-effect/earth.php

Figure 11: Integration of Google Earth Engine App in our project
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Section 08 Conclusion & Future Work
Cities are often warmer than their suburbs because of a phenomenon called "the heat island effect."
The way a city is designed — the building materials used, the way streets are arranged, the lack of
canopy — can sequester heat. To measure the heat energy, researchers are analyzing different
resource to understand the relationship to generate those heat. There are some alarming systems
developed to visualize the heat island effect.
In our project, we integrate local weather station data and satellite data and make a web application
for residents of the borderland to monitor dangerous heat conditions caused by the Urban Heat
Island Effect. The results are visualized in both text and map. The results we produced shows that
in the summertime, the temperature may grow in the selected cities in a significant way. Each day
data visualization is made public to use to monitor dangerous heat conditions. The application is
hosted
online
and
can
be
accessed
through
the
following
link:
http://www.smreza.com/projects/heat-island-effect/.
This project can be extended using different cities' data to understand more about the heat island
effect. Our application framework is designed in such a way that a new developer can plug in more
data for different cities, generate a predictive regression model for each city and plugin to our
application.
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Sections 09 Team Member’s Contributions
In the development of our project, our team members did a good job of teamwork. The
responsibilities are distributed among the team members. Some major contributions are given
below.
Table 4: Contributions of team members
Deliverables

Responsible

Create a Web Application Framework

Sayed Mohsin Reza

Integrate Google Earth Engine in Web Application

Sayed Mohsin Reza

Visualize Historical Heat Index Map Images

Jake Lasley

The formula for predicting air temperature based on Surface
Temperature

Jake Lasley

Temperature API integration

Sayed Mohsin Reza

Analysis of heat islands. Yield average difference in temperature
between heat islands and non-heat islands for adjusting forecast

America Alvarez

Collection/Filtering/and integration of Data

Jake Lasley

Document Report

All

Poster Presentation

All
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C2 Oral Communication: A technical poster presentation on project heat island effect

Urban Heat Island Effect in the Borderland
Sayed Mohsin Reza*, Jake Lasley and America Alvarez

Enlarged View Link: https://www.smreza.com/projects/heat-island-effect/poster.pdf
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C3 Oral Communication: A seminar lecture on an IEEE transaction paper

Deep Learning-based Code Smell Detection
Presented By: Sayed Mohsin Reza, PhD Student, CS, UTEP
Full Presentation Link: https://www.smreza.com/web/index.php/research/code-smell-detection/

Slide 1

Slide 2

Slide 3

Slide 4

Slide 5

Slide 6
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C4 Oral Communication: A technical oral presentation in BHI conference

Behavioral Analysis of Turbulent Exhale Flows
Shane Transue, Sayed Mohsin Reza*, Ann C. Halbower, Min-Hyung Choi
Full Video is available in https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6052zUSVS4w

Slide 1

Slide 2

Slide 3

Slide 4

Slide 5

Slide 6
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C5 Oral Communication: A poster presentation in RaCAS symposium

Non-Contact Respiratory Analysis using Thermal and CO2 Imaging
Bhuwan Sapkota, Samrid KC, Sayed Mohsin Reza* and Dr. Min Hyung Choi
Enlarged view link: https://www.smreza.com/web/index.php/rememberance/racas-2019/
Summary: I Joined the 2019 RaCAS (Research and Creative Activities Symposium) at the University of
Colorado Denver, USA in April 2019 and presented our research on Non-Contact Respiratory Analysis using
Thermal and CO2 Imaging.
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APPENDIX E: SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
E1 ModelMine: A Cloud-Based Software to Mine Models from Open Source Repositories
Website URL: http://www.smreza.com/projects/modelmine/

Figure 1: Homepage view of ModelMine tool
Brief Synopsis: Mining Software Repositories (MSR) has become a powerful research tool that opens a
new and rich source of research data. This field enables researchers to recover data about defects,
development activities, processes, patterns and more. Available mining tools are geared towards data
extractions and analysis from textual artifacts.
This tool, ModelMine, a novel software repository mining tool that focuses on mining model-based
artifacts. ModelMine is designed particularly to address software engineering researchers who aim to
mine software repositories to uncover data about software design practices in the open-source
communities. ModelMine supports features to identify repositories based on their level of modeling
artifacts and querying repositories to extract models and design artifacts. It supports phase-by-phase
caching of intermediate results to speed up the processing to enable the mining of many repositories.
E2 PROCONF - A Conference & Peer Review Management System
Website URL: https://proconf.org/

Figure 2: Homepage view of PROCONF system
Abstract: PROCONF is a web-based conference & peer to peer review management system to organize
paper submission and review. PROCONF is widely used in Asian conferences, since 2014, in the scientific
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community, with reportedly more than 0.1 million researchers in the world. The software also provides
an open access online publication service for conference proceedings. When launched, in 2014, the
service was for conferences in Bangladesh only due to some business legislation, but in 2015 it was
expanded to all other countries. Around 20 conferences are successfully managed & more than 80K
research documents are peer-reviewed by PROCONF. It is like other event management system software
such as EasyChair developed by Andrei Voronkov and OpenConf hosted by the Department of Computer
Science at the University of Manchester.
E3 Heat Island Effect for Borderland Area
Website URL: http://www.smreza.com/projects/heat-island-effect/

Figure 3: Homepage view of Heat Island Effect application
Abstract: An Urban Heat Island (UHI) is an urban area or metropolitan area that is significantly warmer
than its surrounding rural areas due to human activities. The temperature difference is usually larger at
night than during the day and is most apparent when winds are weak. UHI is most noticeable during the
summer and winter [1]. The term "heat island" describes built-up areas that are hotter than nearby rural
areas. The annual mean air temperature of a city with 1 million people or more can be 1.8–5.4°F (1–3°C)
warmer than its surroundings. In the evening, the difference can be as high as 22°F (12°C) [2]. Heat islands
can affect communities by increasing summertime peak energy demand, air conditioning costs, air
pollution and greenhouse gas emissions, heat-related illness and mortality, and water pollution [3].
Major impacts of heat island are increased energy consumption; elevated emissions of air pollutants and
greenhouse gases; compromised human health and comfort; and impaired water quality [4]. In our
project, the surface temperature with local metrological data is analyzed and visualized in the form of a
web application where users can search their area and see the heat island effect in temperature value.
The project also visualizes the historical map of heat index over the years (2002-2019). Besides, the project
includes the Google Earth Engine mapping system to visualize the heat index map.
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E4 [Software Design] Customizable Resume Maker Based on Job Requirements
Website: http://www.smreza.com/projects/hci-vita/

Figure 4: Homepage view of VITA software design
Abstract: Resume and CV are the documents to show a person’s educations, experiences, skills,
achievement, etc. Resumes and CVs are the way a recruiter can evaluate a person's qualifications for a
job. By presenting well the skills and qualifications, the chance of getting the job will increase. So, the skill
of presenting person skills and qualifications is very important to get hired in a company. Usually, people
go to a resume reviewer to get advice and revision on their resume or CV. It will cost a person around
$100 for each appointment.
The average number of people who apply for any given job is 118. Twenty percent of those applicants get
an interview1. So, the users must apply for more than a job to increase the chance of hiring. On average,
a person has an 8.3% probability of getting a job interview from one job application. That means it takes
10-20 applications to get one interview. And, on top of that, it takes 10-15 interviews to get one job offer1.
This means a person must apply for at least 100 jobs to be sure he/she is getting the job offer. Each job
has its job requirements and demands for specific skills and experience. Users can increase their chances
by customizing their resume based on each job application. But it will be costly if users want to meet a
resume maker to customize their resume for each job.
The purpose of building this system is to help users to prepare their resume and CV online and help them
to customize their resume based on any job requirements. The system will help users to import their data
easily by offering them the functionality of importing the data from LinkedIn and let them add more data
manually. Then it will ask the user about the job requirements and suggest a different type of resume or
CV based on that job application. Users don’t need to add their data in the system in the next attempts,
because their data will be stored in the system database. They just need to add a new job requirement to
get a new resume or CV for that specific job. This can save time for the users, improve their resume
qualification, and helps them to customize their resume for each job very fast. By reducing the time of
preparing a resume, we can help the users to apply for more jobs and increase their chances to get a job
faster.
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